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AB~TRACT '

•A comparison of the stress path method of settlement analysis

with the other methods has been presented in this study. For

this purpose a typical foundation was choosen at a site near

Narayanganj about ten miles from Dacca City.

For conducting the stress path tests a set-up with most of the

components fabricated locally was successfully installed and

it worked smoothly. The locally made components included a null

indicator, a control cylinder, a K -Cell, a volume change indi-
o

cator and a twin manometer.

Stress paths were obtained for elements of soil due to undrained

foundation loading and subsequent consolidation.

The magnitudes of immediate and primary consolidation settlement

were obtained by stress path, Davis and Poulos, Skempton and

Bjerrum and the Conventional Methods, The results were found

to agree to a considerable degree with the findings of other

investigators. A fairly reasonable conclusion could be made

that the stress path method is likely to predict with sufficient

accuracy the magnitude of both the immediate and the consoli-

dation settlements whereas the Conventional and Skempton and

Bjerrum methods are likely to overestimate those,

The test results further revealed that the three-dimensional

consolidation theory yields a faster time-rate of settlement

than that obtained from con~entional one-dimensional theory

•• •



•and the actual time-rate in the field is closer to that predic-

ted by the three-dimensional theory.

The effect of sample disturbance on the oedometer consolidation

settlement was also investigated and it was found that the

magnitude of the settlement may be v8ry much overestimated due

to the effect of sample disturbances during sampling and hand-
ling.

••
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CHAPEK I

INTROUUCfION

1,1 General

fhe two most important problems foundation engineers are requl-

red to deal with are the prediction of the settlement of struc-

tures and the analysis of the stability of foundations. The

complexity of the problem of settlement computation has been

appreciated by engineers right from the beginning. From historic

past, innumerable structures have been darlaged due to excessive

settlement resulting from the consolidation of the underlying

soil, The most classic example of such a failure is the case

of the "Leaning Tower of Pisa" which suffered a total settlement

of almost ten feet and a differential settlement of the order

of six faet in a time span of about eight hundred years.

A large number of case histor~es of settlement failure of

structures like buildings, brjdges and storage tanks containing

hazardous inflammeable fluid have be~n reported from different

parts of the world. In the modern world, Mexico City has become

a meuseum of settlement failures as the subsoil of the city

consists of v~ry highly compressible underconsolidated volcanic
ash,

In Bangladesh, settlement failures are more common than stabi-

lity failures. Tilting of several oil storage tanks due to

excessive settlemont of the f~undation has been reported from

Chittagong area. Structural acd functional damage of several
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buildings due to differential settlement of the foundation beyond
•

tolerable limits have been reported from DAcca City, The river

transport Terminal Building of the Inland Water Transport Autho-

rity at Narayanganj has suff~red considerable damage of the

superstructure due to differential settlement of the foundation,

In most places surface deposits in this country are composed

of underconsolidated to slightly overconsolidated fine-grained

materials. Reliable settlement prediction is therefore very

important for satisfactory p8rformance of structures built on

them. At present the country is moving forward with large

development projects involving construction of heavy industrial

structures, POwor stations, transmission towers, oil storage
tanks. jetties. harbour and port structures. Cons~ruction of

high rise buildings and long span bridges are also being taken

up, A detailed knowledge of tl,~ orocess of consolidation and

settlement is, tI18r~fore, of great importance for a foundation
engineer in this country.

1.2 Methods of 5ettlem~nt Analysis

Terzaghi initiatod the modern era of laboratory m~~hod3 of

settlement analysis when he built ~hB first crude o~dometer to

demonstrate the process of consolidation of clays and presented

the famous one-dimensional consolidation theory over fifty

years ago. This method known as Conventio~al Method has under-

gone very little ~hungo since then and is still the main

basis of settlement analysis in most design officGs, Field

r
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conditions in many cases differ from ~he simplifying assumptions

that ara made in the Conventional Method, specially from the
condition of one-dimensional strain.

An important improvement over the Conventional Method was made

by Skempton and Bjerrum (1957) when they recognized that an

element of soil undergoes lateral deformation as a result of

applied foundation loading and the subsequent consolidation is

a function of the excess pore-water pressure developed in the

clay. However in this method, the relationship between axial

compressibility and cffectivo stress was determined from the

standard oedomoter test, where the influ~nce of lateral stresses

on the axial compressibility are not taken into account.

.,

,; '.

Davis and Polous (1963, 1968) suggusted a method of settlement

analysis considering the actual three dimensional strain,condi-

tion tc which an elcment of stil is subj3c;ed in the field'

rather'than the one-dimensional stra'n condition assumed by

elastic continuum, the elastic displacement and stress distri-

bution theory is extensively used to predict settlement. The

Terzaghi. In this analysis the soil being considered as an

use of this theory for a non-elastic material as soil is justi-

;

fied, to the accuracy required in practical problems, provided

the olastic soil p3rameters ar8 determined over a range of
stress representative of the chango in state of stress occuring

in the actual problem, and provided the foundation load at Wh~8h

local yield first occurs is not seriously exceeded,
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A bettHr laboratory procedure to predict the deformation of a

soil undHr a given foundation 105ding, would be to test the soil

under the same stress changes to which the soil will be sub-

jected in the field. Moreover, soil behaviour being generally

non-linear, deformation properties will vary with stress level.

It is therefor" desirable that a soil specime/1 after sampling,

be first brought back to the stress system initia~ly prevailing

in the ground, before subjecting it to the stress changes it

is likely to undergo on loading. This concept, termed es stress

path testing, was pointed out by Lambe (1964, 1967) and the

method of settlement analysis bosed on this concept is known
as the 'Stress-path Method',

1,3 Statement of the...E.!:-oblem

A large number of publication~ present disagreement between

observed settlement and that predicted by the Con,'ontional

Method for structures founded on claJs (Art. 2,6). The stress-

path method has been hsteblished theor8ticclly es more accur~.e

compared to the other methods of settlement analysis as tho

field condition is more closeiy dupiic3tad in the laboratory

in this method af settlement analysis; Although some amount of

wor~ has beeri reported ii~ting the str8i~-path method as a

more reliable method of predicting settlement on heavily Ove~

consolidated ci~is virtu&iii no data is ~Ueila~le for riormally

corisolidated to moderately overconsolidated clays; No publica-

tion concerning' reliabl" esfimate of settlement of str'uCtures
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founded On soil with small clay content but behaving lik~ clay

layers, similar to those in many places in Banglad~sh, is avail-

able. 50 it was felt necessary to study the settlement charac-
teristics of a typical structure on such a soil. For this a

site was selected at Narayanganj about ten miles from Dacca City
where an elevated water tower is being constructed.

Th~ stress-path method of calculation of settlement requires an

elaborate laboratory test set-up, These facilities being non-

available in the country. the first task was to fabricate and

calibrate the components necessary for the test set-up, using
indigenous materials wherever applicable.

1,4 Objective of the Research

After successful installation of a test setup with components

made locally and on the assumption that the settlement predicted

by the stress-path method may be closer to the actual settlement

of the structure the following objectives were fixed for this
research work:

(i) Determination of field stress-path experienced by soil
elements due to foundation loading.

(ii) Comparison of immediate settlement obtained from the

stress-path method with that obtained from the other available
methods of settlement analysis.
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•
(iii) Lomparison of the orimary consolidat~on settlement obtai-

ned from the str3ss-path method wit those obtained from the
other methods of settlement analysis.

(iv) Comparison of the rate of settlem~nt obtained by the

three-dimensional consolidati0n theory with that obtained-by
one-dimensional consolidation thoory.

(v) Determination of the error in the estimation of consoli-

dation settlement by the convantional method due to sample
disturbance,



CHAPTi:.ii II

REVIE,J OF LITERATURE
•

2.1 fhe Conventional Method

The method of settlement analysis advanced by Terza(]hi in 192~,

popularly known as the Conventional Method assumes one-dimension-

al strain (K ) and drainage condition. The settlement is calcu-o

lated on this assumption from the results of oedomet~r tests and

is termed as S d'08

Under true one-dimensional condition the immediate or undrained

settlement 5U = 0 and therefore,

STF = 5oed '\
!
1,
/ 2,1

::itt= U1'00ed j
Where,

"TF = total final se-l;t l,..)rnent,

STt total s6ttlement at any .. t after app lication= •.•~;nL

of foundation load,

Ul = degreG of consolidation given by ono-dimensional
consolidation theory
z

and 5 = f mvI A!T\ dz 2,2oed
0

~'Jh8re,

m = coefficient of C ompr f3 58 itJ iIi ty ~n the oedometer '. - .-.+-vI .. -..;.. ,.

~O(= increase :''l v9rtieal ef fectiv e stress~

z = depth below the footing level.
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Where conditions are not even approximately one-dimensional,
•it is _till often (Skempto~ and Ujerrum, 1)57, Davis and Poulos,

1968 and Simons, 1971) assumed that,

STF S "-~ Su + oed )
\, 2.3

STt ~ Su + U1Soed )
Where, Su is the immediate or undrained settlement which occurs

without significant dissipation of excess pore water pressure
due to sudden application of load.

Line~elastic displacement theory is widely used for predicting

initial settlement by the conventional method. In this theory

the soil is characterized as an uniform layer having an elastic

modulus determined either from conventional undrained triaxial

test or frDm uncDnfined compressiDn test (Davis and PDulDs,
1968) •

The elastic dispJacement theory give~ the initial settlement
in the fDrm:

VJhere,

q ~ applied fDundatiDn pressure,

B ~ some chDsen dimensiDn Df the fDundatiDn,

I ~ influence factDr givan by elastic theory which deponGS

Dn the shape Df the IDaded area, the PDisson's ratio

V of thE soil and th" depth of the clay bed,
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and EU = undrained elastic modulus of the foundation clay.
o

Many solutions are available for the influence factor I, but

a very convenient (Simons, 1974) form of this solution has been

given by Janbu et.al (1956) which is expressed as follows,

2.5

For Poisson's ratio equal to 0.5 which is true for all saturatcd

clays the factors iV\o and ~\I' given in Fig. 2.1, are functions

of the geometry and depth of the footing and the thickness of

the layer. By using the principle of superposition, as demons-

trated by Simons and i-Ienzies(1975), it is possible to carry

out calculations for multilayored soil system.

Thl~re aro still some controversies -( Skernp-tLJn and Bjerrum, 1957

and Davis and Peulos, 1968) on the point whether immediate

settle~ent should be included in the conv~ntional method of

settlement analysis.

D'Appolonia et al (1971) state that evaluation of the initial

settlement of structures on clay is important for the following

roasons:

(i) Initial suttlemunt may constitute a large portion of the

total final settlamont, depending on the nature of the soil,the

loading geometry and tho thickness of the compressible lays=.

(ii) Analysis of initial settlement is an integral part of tho ., .

analysis of overall time-settlement benavior of foundation. '--
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Initial s~ttlcment is closely related to the undrained•
stability of a fDundstion, Exc!3ssive initLll sGttJ"ment may be

B warning to imp~~ding failure.

Depending on tho type of soiJ. Flaate (1963) presented the

following to d8monstratc the relativQ importenc8'of different

types of settlement, which is shown in TGb18 2.1. It is evidbnt
that immediato settlomont is important for all types of soil

condition and it is very important in casa of Dvcrconsolidatud

clays.

Table 2.1. Relative Importance of Difforent Types of 58ttlemen~
(sften" Flsate, 1963)

. ., -
ImmGdiota Primary Secondary

Type of soil settlement consolidation consolidation
settlement SL:ttlement

Sjl SCF 5S
-------- ~ -
D.C. clays V. Imp. ? ?

I~.C. clays Imp, V • Imp. Imp.
.

Organic clay s Imp, Imp. Imp.

Granu18r soils Imp,
i - ?

-_.- j

To establish tho r81a~iv8 importance of imm8diate 88ttlementi

Davis and Poulos (1968) plottod Its ratio to the total final

settlement as a function of d:€lined Poisson's ratio v", fo!.'

various thickness of supporting soil (Fig, 2,2). From the

cur-ves it is 8viduilt t-hat the :Lrnmediatc.; settlement- contributes

a much higher proportion to the tot31 final settlement when
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hla

v~o.s

•
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Fig.2.2 Relative Impor tanee of Immediate
Settlem€'n; ( after Davis and Polous
1968 )
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•PGisson's ratio is high asis tho caso for O.C.clays (Lambe and

Whitman 1969), and for shalla ••layers, tho immediate settlement

is relatively small, McNameeand Gibs •.n (1960) also showed that

the ratio for a S8trti-infinite supporting soil was,

1
2(1 - 2J') 2.6

2.2 Skempton and Bjorrum Mothod

Skempton and Bjerrum in 1957 first point~d out that as the

consolidation of clay results from dissipation of oxcess-

pOTawat8T prcssur{~ -thu consolidation sottlcmollt is due to inc-
rease in effectivo stress rath3r than due to increase in net
vertical pressure. The pore-pr8ssure d8vclop8~ in Q clay is
dependent not only on the applied strosses but also on tho

type of clay. Thus, if there rro two identical footings,carry-

ing identical loads, and those footings rcst on two clays with
identical compressibilities, yet if .h8 pore-prcssure set up

in tho two cases Qre different, the consolid3tion settlement
will also be different. And this is true inspita of the fact

that no differencu "'auld ba se,en in the results of the oedometar

test. They also pointed out that although thu affective vertical

stress increases as soon Os the foundation land is applied,
th3rr.; is a decrease in effective hori zontal stress. So during

the poriod of pore-pressure dissipation a soil Blomsnt experi-
~nces a recomprossion followed by a virgin compression in th8
horizontal direction. However Skempton and Bjorrum failed to
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take into ucco~nt th8 cons~qu E!nCeS of the lJ eff8c"C~,; fl.;.-j opinnc1
•

that the lat3ral strains during consolidation are so small thst

~h8Y lnay be no~lLc~~d withsut invalv ..nQ an error of more than
roughly 20~ in tho value of vertical consoli[jatiorl 53t~lemont.

Taking these into consideration they suglasted the following

equation analogous to Eq. 2,2 for the consolidation settlement

2.7

where u is the increase in pore-water pressure due to applied

loading which may be ropre~e~ted by the expression

2.8

Whure A and Bare: 5kempton' 5 pore-pr.,ssure parameters, Aaj and

Dq; are net increase in effective vertical and horizontal

stresS8S rospsctivwly.

Putting the value- of u from cq, 2.8 lndassuming B=l (for satu-

rated clays) Eq. 2.7 takes tho form

L'><G ]_ (1 - til
Dill

dz 2.9

Equation 2,9 can be written in the form

2.10

where 5 d is givan by equation 2,2. From Eq. 2.9 and 2,10
oe

it follow s that
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2 • 11

2.,13

2.12

2.11.
(l-Al]dz

~=N+Cl(l-N)

z
J .bVj dz
oex = z
J lIGj dz
o

,,\=A+Cl(l-Al

tHk~n into consideration in the original work of ~kempt6n and

Bj errum,

ate principal stress increase of long strip loading. was not

This modification, ,.,hichis dua to the influence of intermedi-

Whera, N = -:q..- (A - ~l + 1/2

for rc.:Jiallysymmetrical (sirr::ularlloadi~g, For long strip

fouhdation the expression for ~ shol,ld be chojngec'to

Scott (1963) showed that the above expressions are valid only

depth of the compressible lay~r below foundation level.

The coefficient ex depends on the shapD of tho footing and

\.Jhere

by assuming constant values of mvl and A with depth. it is

possible to express 11.by the simple eque Cion
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The sumi-empiric"l factor ~ uS presented by Scott (1963) Ej,fter

correcting that given by 5kemoton and Bjerrum (1957) is presen-
ted in Fig, 2.3.

Skempton and Bjerrum suggested the following formula for compu-

tation of total eettlement.

STF = Su + N\ Soed '\

J 2.16
Sn = Su + U ~s1. oed

Where Su is the immodiate settlement calculated in the conven-

tional manner, 8nd Ul is the degree of cons81idati8n settlement

obtained by Terzaghi's one dimensional consolidation theory.

2,3 E18stic Method by D8vis and Poulos

D8vis and Poulos (1963, 1968) have emphasized that a three-

dimensional treatment is desirable in tho analysis of settle-

ment of found"tions on deep bods of compressible scil. They

have proposed a three-dimensional method of settlement analysis

which relies largely on the elastic displ'lccc;n"ntcheory for a

homogenoous isotropic elastic body. Despite tho auesti8nabla

use of elastic th80ry to soils which are in genornl non-

homogeneous, anisotropic and inelastic, th3 method 2ppears to

be extromoly promising for engineering application. The logi_

behind adoption of a three-dimensional approach for sc+.tlemen;

calculuti8n is to tak~ care the eff8ct of lateral stresses un

the load - settlement characteristics of a foundation. To show



Fig.23 Correction Factor for Pore-Pressure Set-up Under a
. Foundation (aftE'r Skempton and Bjerrum. 1957

and Scott, 1963)

I
1 7
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the relativG importance of a ~hre~ dimensional settlement Bn8-

lysis they ~Dve plotted tho r8tio of Soed/STF(3-Dimn!) for all
depths of en elastic layer subject to uniform loading on the

surface Over a circular area ~hich is shown in Fig. 2.4. From
Fig. 2.4 it can be seen that the errors in the Dne dimensiDnal

apprDach increases rapidly as ~' increases beyond 0.25, For
" (hl.gh values of 1.) , (D.C. clays) even quite shallDw layers

deserve three dimensional treatment.

Under the three-dimensional cDnditions in which a soil element

is subject tD strains in the three cO-Drdinate directiDn, the

total settlement 5TF of a fDundation on saturated clay soil is
given by

STF = Su + 5U
')

\ 2.17ISa = SIJ ... 1J3 SCF )

Where U3 is the ~egre8 Df cDnsolidat'Dn settlement apprDpriate
to three-dimensional conditions.

Davfs and Poulos (1963, 1960) suggested that in three-dimen-

sional problems involving several strata of different types,

the tDtal final settlement" may be Dbtained from the elastic

stress distribution theory by summation of the strains in the
individual strata~

2.18
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/\Jhere E' and V are the elastic modulus and Poisscns ~atio. of

the soil sk~leton appropriate to the changes of stress or

stress level in each layer, v;:. , CIj and 'Jz, are the stress

increments due to the foundation loading, estimated from the

three dimensional elastic stress distribution theory and oh

is the thickness of each stratum or layer, If, hm"ever the

clay stratum is reasonably homogeneous, an appropriate average

values of E' and 0/ can be assigned to the clay for the whole

depth of the stratum, STF may be calculated from elastic dis-

placement theory as

2,19

where I is the influence factor given by the elastic displace-

ment theory for v = -)/ •

For calculating immediata settlement Uavis and Poulos suggested

appropriate version of equation 2.18 and 2,19,

A numerical integration approach analogous to equation 2.18

can be used ""hen dealing "ith several strata of diff.;rClnt
types

2.20

when dealing with a homogenious isotropic semi-infinite mass

Eq, 2.4 can be used inplace of equation 2,19. The only differ-

ence being in the value of Eu which should be determined from
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CKoU test following the same stress-path which is expected

to be exper~enced by a soil clement in th", field,

The prerequisite for the use of the method is a knowledge of

the stresses and surface displacements of an elastic continuum.

Poulos. (1967a, 1967b) suggest"d i3 method \.Jhichprovide suffi-

cient data to allow the calculation of the stressos within a

layer and the surface displac'ement du 8 to normal surface load-

ing over an area of any shape. The method is callad sector

method as loaded sectors are used in the calculatiDn,

Poulos also took into account the effect of depth to the basB

of the footing on the influence factors by using the type of
correction proposed by Fox (194B),

The elastic theory has two mejor limitations as pointed out by

D' Appolonia et. al, (1971), "'irst, solutions for mat',rials

exhibiting soma of the important charact"ristics of 30ils e.g,

nonlinearity, nonhomogeneity and anisotropy arc not readily

available, The second important limitation of elastic theory

is that the strass redistribution and the strains occuring

after local yiclding cannot be evaluated, On the point of

str8ss redistribution H08g st. al, (196B) write: that the ver-

tical stresses remain relatively urichnngt-]d .;':von during the

development of plastic flo",in the soil mass, Horizontal str'o..

sses, hovJevciT, changl~ markedly as thi;;' result of pJestic yif:31ci".

under incr~3sed loid, Thus elastic th~Dry dODs not provid8

satisfactor'y estimates for horizontal stresses, v,l!lich has got
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marked influence on the 5~ress-deformation charactnristics of

clays as pointed out by Simons and Sam (1969). In the absence

of any formal elastic-plastic solution of a footing on clay

Davis and Poulos (1968) observed that, it is important to

examine the magnitude of footing pressure gy at which the first

local yield occurs.

for a strip footingIn an

which

that

assesment of the footino pressure q ,- y
depends on the initial state of stress, Davis established

= 11( 1 - f) -< 1
2.21

where f is a factor (- 1 ./ f
~

~ 1) which defines the ini-
tisl stress-state as

2.22

Eq. 2.22 can easily ba written in the form

2f = 2,23

vJhere K~ is the coefficient of 8arth pressure at rest, with
respect to effective str8sses and CU/P is the ratio of und-

rained shear strBngth to the effective ovar~urden pressure on
the element under consider~tion.
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Equations 2.21 ~re plottGd in Fig. 2,5a to give the theoretical

minimum fac~or of safety against ultimate bearing capacity

failure required to ensure th~t loca~ yield does not occur,

From this figure it CBn be seen that with the commonly used

minimum factor of saf5ty of 3, it is n8cessary to have - 0,33

<f .( +0,45 if local yield is not to influence the results

of settlement computation by the elastic theory,

Equation 2,23 is plotted ~n Fig, 2,5b.

To overcome the limitations of elastic theory in calculatiorl

of initial settlement Ii' Appolonia et.al. (1971) presented

finite element solutions which have beGn extended to include

the effects of locol yield, for loadings beyond the so-called

elastic limit. by considering non-linear and elastic~pl~stic

behavior of soils.

Tht' proposed method for 8stimdting initial sett18,nent utilizes

conventional elastic theory together with a series of finite

element solutions. These solutions ar~ plotted in a dimension-

less form thnt indicatas the dBviati~n or the actual load-
initial settlement curve from the settlement predicted by elas-

tic theory. Using these curves, the initial settl"ment "t an\!

load upto the failure load can b~ estimated, To apply the m~thod,

three purametars are required, the elastic undrained Youngls

modulus EU' the ultimate br);)ringstress qu and the initiQl

shear stress ratio; f, The dir.18nsionless init ic:l s::3ttlement

curves, as obtained by D' Appolania st,ol. (1971) are presented

in Fig, 2.6.
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They shO\"the s",ttl8ment ratio SR' plotted as " funct::'onof an

applied str~ss ratio, qiqu' for three values of HiE where H is

the lay",r depth and B is the foundation width. The settlement

ratio, SR' expresses the ratio of the elastic settlement com-

puted by the elastic theory without considering local yield to

the actual settlement thRt occurs, Curves are presented for a

range of values of the initial sh ear stress ratio f. They also

found that the ratio, HiE does not have a large influence and

that the results of HiE = 1,5 will 8pply for all values of

HiE) 1,5,

This method of estimating initial settlement may be expressed

as

2.24

From the range of litcr8ture reviewed, it appears that no

similar solution is available for the calculstion of consoli-

dation settlement for stress range bayond local yield,

As regards the experimental measurement of the 81estie effec-

tive stress parameters E' and l.~/,Davis and Poulos (1968)

write that as these are stress-dependent, the values must be

established in a test simu13ting the field stress-state. As

the stata of stress is Fl function of depth9 it is necessary to

determine a suitable representative depth 3t which the values

of the parameters could b8 determined to obtAin 2 suitable

average. For an one-dimensional analysis Davis and Poulos
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Fig.2.6 Relationship Betwt>enSettlement Ratio and Applied
S tress Ratio for Str'lp Foundation on Homogeneous
Isotropic Elastic Layer (afler DAppoloni,a et. 01.1971)
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concluded that the reprcsentative depth s~ould be between 1/4

and 1/3 of ehe full str~tum depth, depending on whether the

distribution of vertical stress with depth is triangular or

uniform. Devis and Poulos also assumed that this rule is appli-

cable to three-dimensional analysis, although an approximate

determination for a footing on a deep stratum showed that the

representative depth should not exceed 0.9 time the footing
,,,idth.

2.4 Lambe's Stress-Pdth Method

The use of stross-paths in the settlement analysis was evolvee

by Lambe (1964 and 1967). One of the most importont advantages

of this mGthod is th8t th" dBsign engin2er can develop a 'feel'

of the problam inst~ad of blindly applying formulae.

A stress path lS essentially a line drawn through points on 3

plot of stress changes and shows the relocionship between compo-

nents of stresses of various stages in moving from one stress
point to another. Stress-paths can be plotted in B variety of

ways, but the following methods 3re CDmmon md suitable for
studying deform2tion problems:

Ii) A plot of normal strsss (affective or total) against shear

stress as used by Lambe (1964, 1967).

(ii) A plot of ver~ic21 (effective Or total) stress to hori-

zontal (effuctive or tOLal) stress as used by SimClns and Sam
(1970) •
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Fig. 2.7 shows the effective end total stress-paths of an

element of over-consolidated London clay in the field during

undrained loading by a circular loaded area and subsequent

consolidation. The insitu effective stresS88;"p'and K' pi, beforea

the application of the surface loading, is represented by point

A and the corranponding t8tal stresses by Al in Fig. 2.7.

Owing to the applied foundation pressure, q, the stresses on

the element will increase by Ll.V\1 and .6 1Jl1 I If the foundation

pressure is applied sufficiently quickly 80 that no drainage

occurs during the load application, the olement will deform

without any volume change and any vertical compression will b~

associated with lateral expension. The increaSE in stresses

AOV and ..6%1 will sot up an excess pcre-l'iaterpressure u

in the elam ent of clay. Since for most clays, and certainly for

London clay the value of parameter A is positive and less than

unity for the range of str'~sses normally f:ncountered in prQctic8,

u is greater than 46h, Consequently, the effective vertical

stress increases and the effective horizontal stress decreases

during load opplicaticn, and the stress point moves from A to B.

The vertical strain during undrained loading is, thorefore, a

function of tho stress path AB. The G18ment now begins to can-

salidats. During the 3srly stages, the incr83s8 In horizontal

stress is a r8comprassian until the original valUe kip'
o is

r8stor!3d, beyond vJhich th 8 further incr,_"se in effective str1l5S

is net, while the olE~Ent is subjected to a net increa~G in

effectivo vortical stress during th~ ontira process of con50-

lidation. During l03d cpplic3 __ion undar undrained conditions,
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a saturated clay behaves as an incompressible medium with

Poisson's ratio JJ = 0.5. As cha excess pore-water pressure

dissipates the Poisson's ratio decreases and finally falls to

its fully drained value at the end of consolidation. This

change in Poisson's ratio is unlikely to effect significantly

the vertical stress but the horizontal stress will decrease by

an amount O. Therefore during consolidation, the element will

follow the effectivo stress path BD instead of BC. The total
stress-path is represented by AID1.

To illustrate the: approach used by Lembe (1964. 1967), the

affective stress-path for an element of soil undergoing undra-

ined loading followcd by consolidation is shown in Fig. 2.8.

Point I repres~nts the initial state of stress (on Ko-line) of

the element prevailing in-situ. Pcint E represents the state

of str',ss after th" applicetion of loadin~ under undrained

condition. 50 IE is the stress-path due to undrained Or shear

loading. As the "lcment consolidates with pore pressure dissi-

pation, the stress path moves horizontally from 8 as there is

no change in shear stress. Finally F rapre:sents the state of

stress after full dissipation of pore-pressure. The stress-path
during consolidation is denoted by BF.

The method of settlement analysis proposed by Lambe (1964)

suggests two approaches to calculate immediate s8ttlement

(from stress-path IB Fig. 2.B) as well as consolidation settl;,-
ment (from stress-path BF).
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The first approach which is rather approximate in nature invol-

vas the USE) of strIOss-strain contours, consists of the following
steps:

(i) Hunning a series of consolidated undrained triaxial tests

with pore-pressur8 measurements and from the results, plotting
a pattern of stress strain contours of the type shown in
Fig. 2.9.

(ii) Superimposing on the stress-strain contours the predict eO

effective stress path for field loading.

(iii) Estimating the axial strain due to undrained loading

directly from the figures on the strain contours.

(iv) Estimating the volum~tric strain from consolidation test

results using the expression ~v= 6e
1 + eo for the reI event

stress changes obtained from the Fig. 2.9 ~ollowinq the Ko
line.

(v) Estimating the axial strain by multiplying the volume

strain E-." by /I which is the ratio of axial to volumetric
strain.

(vi) Multiplying the vcrtical strain, which is obtained by

adding the two components of strain obtained in steps (iii)

and (v) by the thickness of the layer under consideration to
get the total settl8ment.
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.1 + K I ?v K'o - ,-" 0

= -(-J-_-K~i ) (1+2K')
. 0

=

at finBl point of stras~-p~th,

3ny given radial struss-path,Fig, 2.y,

whel!e K =

soils, which ara not, howovor, isotropic, the value of E
l

moy

be neer8r to E:y 12 rC'thcr than Ev/3. He suggestod that the

Lambe (1964) cbs8rvad that for typical undistrubed sedimentary

0/ should be equc:l to fv 13, for on offoctivD str"ss-path

along the horizontal axis the~ is for a isotropic stress systern.

COr a truly isotropic scil under a hydrostatic stross system,

rho exprossion for /'I ;"oy bo Dr2sent8d J.n thG form of [q.2.25
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,,,hichis dev81opod by Lambo (.i.964) fer drained compression fDr

most reasonable way of calcul. ting ~ is by dir8ct rneasuremsnt
in the laboratury by cuplicating the fiolc offective strRsS-
path,

The second and tha rnost precise ~12thud of 8stimating settlo-
mont suggested by Lambe is by using results of l8bClrCltory tcst

duplicating the fiold effoctive stress-path. Tho m~thod may ~3

describod by thu following StApS:

(ii) Running F.I l~borutory CO;;;"JI'cssion tsst duplicsting thE:

field affective stress-path ,nd

(i) Estimating the eff8ctive str'Jss-patf-,fGr thE field loadi:,,),
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Simons (1971) presented an indirect approach of calculating
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of the layer under consideration by the axial strain from the
laboratory test.

be calculated by the following equations:

stress-path in laboratory testing as suggested by Lambe, he

immediate and consolidation settlement. Duplicating the field

suggested that the immediate and consolidation settlements can

(iii) Computing the settlement by multiplying the thickness

and finally

2.5 Rate of Primary Consolidation Settlement

by Terzaghi is used to compute the time rate of settlement.

In the conventional and Skempton and Bjerrum methods of settle-

ment analyses the one-dimensional consolidation theory evolved

Lambe (1964) did not specify any method for calculating the

rate of settlement in his stress-path method. However~from the

closeness of his method to the elastic method by Davis and

Poulos (1963, 196B), it could be concluded that the three
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K = coefficient of permeability
t = time

Ev = volume strain of soil dU8 to changes in affective
stress

u = 8XC ess pore pressure
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dimensional approach suggested by Davis and Poulos (1963,1968,

1972) may logically be used to predict time rate of settlement
in the stress-path method.

basic differential equation of consolidation for a two-phase

By the three-dimensional consolidation theory, Biot (1941), the

material having constant permeability may be written as

where

(Lee, 1968)

For three dimensional strain condition

to Eg. 2.29.

where 8 = <J;+G;-+-CJl, the changes in total stress causing

consolidation. Substituting the value of t:vfrom Eg. 2.30
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2.33

2.34

2,35

2,36

2.37

02 1--4-) +oz" 2

KE I

'" """-,,"""""---.-3y ,( 1-))')
w

oun=

I
CVl = 2(1 -v)

which is the coefficient of consolidation for three-dimensional

f.y = 0 Eq. 2.31 takes the form

where

strain conditions.

For two-dimensional (Plane) strain condition, assuming

For two and one-dimehsional gtrain conditions, equation of

the same form as Eq, 2,31 can be obtained.

where CV2

For one-dimensional (Ko) strain' condition assumingEx= Ey =0
Eq, 2,31 takes the form

ou CVl
02u oUi

dt =
0/

+ ~

where

CVl
KE' (1- ,\y )

= Y (1+1>')(1-21)')w

From Eqs, 2.32, 2.34 and 2.36 the three coefficient of conso-
lidetion may be related as follows,
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2,38

may be08
so TI

= C x ''i7'L uv3
ou
~t

v~18nt in Eqs~ 2.33 and 2~3~ is generally not zero, even when

the definit5_on of time factor for the triaxial test is Cv3

test. However, the value of coefficient of consolidation in

08Davis and Poulos suggested that ct in Eq. 2,31 or its equi-

wh8r~us tha~ ~or oedonleter test is Cvl'

tanto Which they have showed by the example that, the theore-

tical CUrve r~lating degree o'f consolidation to time factor for

tical with the ordinary curve in one-dimensional oedometer

It can be seen from Eq. 2.37 that as )/ tends to 0,5 these
Ithree values become identical but for -J = 0, CVl = 2CV2=3CV3'

Davis and Poulos (1968, 1972) write that the difference bet-

a triaxial consolidation test with end drainage only is iden-

ween theSL values of coefficient of consolidation may be impor-

the foundation load remoins constant, since stress redistri-

bution will generally take place within the soil mass during
consolidation.

finish of consolidation, is not very great,

Davis and Poulos (1968) further suggested that as VI tends
08 -JI /to 0.5, ~t-tends to zero and further more even when ~D,5

the overall change in the distribution of 8, from the start to

Equation 2,38 can be solved as an ordinary diffusion equation

ignored. T~en Eq. 2.31 simplifies to:

using numerical finite dirf~r2nce methods (Gibson and Lumb,1953).
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For such solutions the average degree of pore-pressure dissi-

pation Up on the centre line beneath of foundation may be

calculated for any time t as,

2.39

where ut = pore-pressure at any time t
Uo ;:: initial excess pore-pressu re

Davis and Poulos (1968) presented a series of curves for Up
for different ratios of the depth of layer h to ~adius a of

a circular footing obtained by numerical finite difference

method as used by Gibson and Lumb (1953). The curves which are

presented in Fig. 2.10 is for the hydraulic boundary condition

of a permeable base to the layer and a permeable footing and

upper surface. The curves are cOrr8ct for LJ' = 0.5 and approxi-

mately correct for -J'(0.5, the possible error increases as

the ratio hia decreases. For small values of hia, the error

can be largely removed by substituting Cvl for Cv3 in the defi-
nition of the time factor. Since the time factor Tv is defined

in terms of the depth of layer, Fig. 2.10 can be regarded as

giving the effect of changing the layer depth on the rate of

consolidation beneath a footing of constant radius. It is

evident from Fig. 2.10 that the three dimensional effects are

very strong, the ability of the pore-pressure to dissipate

laterally as well as vertically producing a very considerable

increase in tho rate of consolidation even for quite shallow

layers.
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Davis and Poulos (1972) presented a series of curvas similar

to thDse in Fig. 2.10. The curves were obtained by numerical

finite diffe:::ence solution of the simple diffusion equation.

The solutions are presented for two types Df footing geometry

viz. circular and strip. FDur types of hydraulic boundary

condition were considered for each type of footing. The curves

are plotted for a wide range of depth of layer to width of the
I

footing ratiD, taking ~= 0.5. Davis and PoulDs also presented

an approximate basis to take care of the effect of Poisson's

ratio different from ))/= 0.5

equal to the d,gree of scttle",~i~lt U3,

Although acco:::ding to Dict' s theory U is not, in general,
p

Davis and Poulos (1963,

196B, 1972) suggested that Up may be equated approximately to

U3 for the degree of accuracy r8quired in all practical purpose.

2.6 11eliabilitv of t:le Methods of Setttemont Analvsis

A reliable method of settlement analysis should include the

following aspects which are very important in predicting the

magnitude as well as the time rate of settlement. These are

(i) the relative importance of initial settlement,

(ii) the magnitude of excess pore-water pressure that is

axpected to be developed in the field due to imposed loading,

(iii) the effect 0 f latoral stresses on the stress deformation

ch~racteristics Df saturated clays and
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(iv ) the effect of rela~ive depth of the compressible layer

to the geometry Df the footing, Poisson's ratio of the soil

and the actual hydraulic boundary condition, on time rate of

settlement.

The conventional methDd of settlement analysis given by Eq.2.1

assumes true one dimensional strain condition, SD the immediate

settlement 5u is neglected. From the DbservatiDns Df 5kemptDn

and Bjerrum (1957), McNamee and GibsDn (1960), Flaate (1963)

lambe (1964), Davis and Poulos (1968) and D' Appolonia at.al

(1971), it can be concluded th at th8 importance of initial

settlem8nt should not be ignDr8d. The initial settlem8nt may

cDnstitute a large portion of total final sett18ment if the
I

soil is OverconsDlidGted I1arge -J ) and if the depth Df the

cDmpressible layer is largL' compared to the geometry of the

fDundation.

The cDnventiDnal method Df settlament analysis given by Eq.2.1

and 2.3 assumes that the excess pDre-wat8r pressur8, u is

equal tD the net incroGse in the vertical pressure, ~Ol , due

tD impDsed fDundatiDn loading. This may be true in case Df

DedDmeter test but may be far away from the actual cDndition

developed in an element of sDil in the field. The eXpr8ssiDn

fDr excess pDre-water pressure given by Eq. 2.8 depicts that

u is al"Jays less than A(jjfor the type of clays nDrmally encoun-

tared in practice. [n cas" of heavily overconsolidated clays

the value Df u may be very much less than ll.G(. Hov;ever, in very

sensitive underconsolidated CL1YS th8 value of u m?y become
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equal to or even exceed 41J1 • Th8 consolidation settlement,

which is proportional to the excess pOre-water prl3ssure deve-
loped in the cl"y, as pointeD out by Skempton and Hjerrum

(1957), is bound to be miscalculat'od if u is takt,n equal to

b.rlj in all types of clays. Skempton end Bj 8t:Tum to"k this

fact into account in their method of estimating settlement.

The importance of 1"t8ral strc'ss on the stress-deformation

characteristics of soils was pointed out by Hruban as far back

as 1948 '",hen he commented th at those methods of settlement

computation, which disregard the very important cf~ect of

horizontal pressures on th8 compressibility of soil elements,

are bound to give unreliable results. They fail in all cases

when horizontal stresses in a natural soil layer differ from

those produced in samples testad in the laboratory. The diffe-

rence may amount to several ti.m8S the value of the real settle-

ment.Simons and Som (1969) while working on London clay found

thiJt the vertical consolidaticln sett~emDnt is greatly influenced

by the relative m;)gnitude of "ertical and lateral stress

increments during consolidation. They also opined that direct

use of oedometer test rGsult ,,,ill not, thGrefore, result in

accurate prediction of settlement, even if account is taken

of the different excess porewater pressure set up in the

oeqometer and in the field. This aspect of behavior has been

taken into account in the e12stic method by Davis and Poulos

and the stress-path method by Lambe. The Skempton Elnd Bjerrum

method and the conventional method failed to take these into

co nsideration.
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Lambe (1964) presented a theo~etical comparison between the

conventional method given by Egs. 2.1 and 2.3, the Skempton

and Bjerrum method given by Eq, 2,16 and the stress-path method.
The comparison is shown in Fig, 2,11 (a), (b) and (c) and

Table 2.2 which depicts the closeness of th" stress path method
to the actual field condition.

A consistent rate theory should take into account th e effect

of the relative dimension of the Footing to the thickness of

the layer below the footing, FJoisson's ratio of the soil and

the hydraulic boundary condition actually prevailing in the

field. Davis and Poulos (1963, 1968, 1972) presented solutions

to the basic differential equation of three dimensional condi-

tion. They hoclever failed to take into account th e effect of

stress redistribution due to consolidation and suggested that

such simplification would not impair the results very much.

They have advocated the need cor a three-dimensional approach

eVen for shallow layers and suggested that the one-dimensional

solution given by Terzaghi will give reasonable estimate of

the rate of consolidation only when the laY8r is less than
about one footing radius deep.

Skempton and Bjerrum (1957) presented a survey of observed

final settlement for eight structures, four of which are

fOunded on normally consolidated clays and tha other four on

over-consolidated clays. The informations, which are based on

works of Cooling and Gibson (l955) and 5kempton et.al.(1955),
are pr"sent"ed in Table 2.3.
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Table 2.2 Comparison of the Methods of Settlement Analysis (After Lambe _ 1964)

Excess Immediate Consolidation Reference
}lethod Basis of Method Pore Pressure Settlement Su Settlement

SCFAu
Conventional All settlement from one-

U= L'.\Yi 0
~CF = f::'v Llll,b" Fig. 2.11

~ethod dimensional strain
o . (a)

Eq. (2.1)

*(IG) (0)
(SCF -..r IE)

Immediate settlement from
u= f(Afj-l>~) -f"Conventional undrained shear during 5u_ A\fI-Llll3

c
h

~cF=l~VAOIO"

Methed load application. or o Eu
Fig.2.11

Eq. (2.3)
U=L>\Yi or

(b)
Long-term settlement from

~u = "10", ~
Euone-dimensional strain.

(BF or IG) (Su ~ IB) (SCF - IE)Skellptona rx1 Immediate settlement from
u= B[A<J:,+A(AII1- 5u= iI1ArJi-A038"

5cF = Ll1
mv u b ~

Fig.2.11
Bjerrum Method undrained shear during lead

A"3)] o E
(c)

Eq. (2.16) application.
or U

5u = "10 hf, 'liBLong-term settlement from
Eu

(SCF ,..--CE)
one-dimensional strain. (BF) (Su ~ IB)
Use of effective From stress paths From stress paths From stress Fig. 2.11

Lambes stress path
paths (c)

stress Path
(BF) (Su ~ IB) (SCF r-' BF)

Hethed

- ,

-/10 The terms in. ( ) are shown in Fig. 2.11.
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Analysis (Lambe 1964)
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Table 2.3. Comparison of Calculated and Observed Settlements

for Eight Structures (after Skempton and Bjerrum,1957)
,

Average cal/obs, total final settlement
Basis for four structu res

N.C. clays O.C. clays

Conventional method 0.81 1.25Eq. 2.1

Conventional method 1.10 1.59Eq.2.3

Skempton and E j arrurn 0.99 0.99method Eq.2.16

From the obsarvation~'of Table 2.3 it can be concluded that

the conventional method by Eq. 2.1 tends to underestimate the

magnitude of settlement in N.C. clays' and oVGrestimate in

O.C, clays. The conventional method given by Eq. 2.3 leads to
severe error In D.C. c18ys but gives somEwhat satisfactory

results in N.C. clays. The method advanced by Skempton and

Bjerrum seems to give reliable results in both types of cley.

Skempton at.al (1955) pres~ntlJd settlement records of three

structures on D.C. London clay and three on N.C. Chicago clay.

In all the six cases they found the observed rate to be faster

than that calculated by one-dimensional consolidation theory.

5imons (1957) presented information on settlement studies or

two structures founded on normally consolidated Norwegian
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clays. He fDund reasDnable results by using Eq. 2.3 and expre-

ssed the need tD include the initial settlement in the calcu-

latiDn. In bDth the tWD cases the calculated time rates Df

cDnSDlidatiDn underestimated the Dbserved ratcs.

SimDns (1963) repDrts Dbserved and calculeted settlement fDr

a nine stDry apartment building in oslD. The structure is

fDunded Dn O,C, clay Dverlying a layer Df ",C. clay. BDth the

calculated imm8diate and cDnSDlidatiDn settlements Were found

greater than those Dbserved and the calculated time rate was

much slower than the field rate.

Haswell (1963) presented the predicted and actual settlements

of three thermal power stations fDunded Dn D,C, clays. The

pr8dicted settlements 'vere too large compared to that observed.

Davis and PoulDs (1968, 1972) prClsented results of model fDDting

tests Dn two types of nonnally consolidated clay, The three-

dimensional elastic approach advanced by them predicted reason-

ably bDth tho tDtal final and the timo rate of settlement

compared to the cDnventional and Skempton and Bjerrum method.

Davis and PoulDs (1968) presented a rivew 0 f 14 cases in which

a reasonably reliable cDmparison could be made between the

rate predicted from Torzaghi's one-dimons::'onal consolidatiDn

theory and the obs8rved rate. t:ight of th ,"se cases shmved thet

the observad rate "JdS fast';r, fDur being very much faster. In

the six remain'ing ca3es th e obs8rvIJd rate was either very' clos8
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to or only slightly slm'/i3rthan the prodicted. In these cases

the thickness of tho clay layer and .ctsdepth belm" the foun-

dation was such that th" condition of the problem "as close
to being one-dimensional.

They also found that out of four cases where the rate "as

predicted by three-dimensional theory, three showed reasonably
good agreement "ith the observed rates.

Simons (1974) writes that the use of stress-path testing re-

sults in smaller (and more reliable) prodictions of settlement

for structures on hDavily D.C. clays "hich has becn shown by

lambe (1967) and Simons and Som (1970). Simons further writes

that fewer data are available for normally and lightly D.C.

clays, although lambe (1973) shmojed for the NOrth East Test

Embankment that settlements predicted from oedometer tests

and stress path triaxial tGsts did not differ greatly.



CHAPTER III
THE EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

3.1 General

Simons (1971), when commenting on the rolative merits and

demerits of the stress path method, writes ~hat although it is

an important improvement Dv"r the Dther methDds Df settlement

analysis, it suffers frDm the practical disadvantage that very

sDphisticated, timL consuming and expensive laboratory tech-

niques are required. Lambe (1964) alsD emphasised the need for

good technician and proper equipment fDr carrying out test along

a predet8rmined stress-path. Simons and Lambe did not, however,

prescribe any test set-up to carry Dut these stress-path tests.

Davis and PDulos (1963, 1968) when presenting the three-dimen-

sional elastic method of settlement analysis, described a layout

of apparatus for determining ~he elastic parameters fDr settle-

ment computatiDn frDm tqsts which arc essentially stress-path

tests as described by Simons (1971) ~nd Lambe (1964, 1967).

Bishop and Henkel (1964) presented a layout of apparatus fDr

the triaxial consolidation of samples against a b8ck-pressur8.

In light Df the layouts of apparatus presented by Davis and

Poulos (1963) and Bishop and Henkel (1964), a test set-up was
designed and is shDwn in Fig. 3.6.

Most of the Component parts D: the set-up ware designed and

fabricated locally and are described in the fDIIDwing sections.
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for many yoars.

The apparatus which permits

lateral strain (K ) of the spec~lneno

~< -cell.o

ring was used to me"sure K . Bishop and Henkel (1964)o
provi ng

consolidation and also to det~rmine Ko.
described the use of lateral strain indicator to achieve K

o

Direct experimental determination of K , the lateral earth-
o .

3.2 The Ko - Cell

ready determination of K and is capable of loading a specimeno .

pressure at rest, had been a great problem for research workers

mant which they called
Davis and Poulos (1963) prl.'sl:ntedthe most v'3rsatile, instru-

Sherif and Koch (1970) described an apparatus, callod stress

Thin walled oedomoter r~ngs fitted with electrical resistance

meter, where a semi-circular soil container fitted with a

to determine K during oedometer consolidation tests.o

strain gages were used by Som (1970) and Simons and Som (1970)

under Ko condition is shoe,;nin fig. 3.1 and Plate 3.1. In a

is imposBd by prevonting any change in the volume of the cell
Ko-cell the condition of no

specimen. An entire top platen of a conventional triaxial
fluid, by using 3 loading plunger of the same diameter as the

cell was fabricated whero the plunger dia~8~8r was made equal
to 1.4 in, which is the diameter of the sample. During load

application, thEre is practically no volume change of the

incompressible cell fluid (glycerine) which acts as a non-

yielding wall around the specimen. To accomodatE: the movement
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To back preSSUre
control and vol.

-change IndIcator

-To Null Indicator

Loading
Plunger

Fig.3.1

To cell
prf'ssur e
control -0_-
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The K - L:811.o

- ~-'-..~,._------------..
Plate 3,1
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of the plunger under undrained condition the cell pressure

will increase. Tho ratio between the increase in total axial

stress and increase in the developed cell pr8ssur~ is the
coefficient Ko undor undrained condition. The fin81 value of

the ratio, when all excess pore pressure has dissipated, is

the coefficient K~ under drained condition.

3.3 Apparatus for Measuring Pore-wator Pressure

A null method of pore-pressure measurement which was first used

at Imp8ri~1 Col18go, London and subsoquently developed by

Bishop and Eldin (1950) was used in this study. The main com-

ponents of the apparatus, a null indicator, a control cylinder
and a twin manometer was constructed.

The principal features of the null indicator which is shown
in Fig. 3.2 and Plate 3.2 are

(i) The upper body, A:

A section of 1 mm bore glass ';ubinq about 7" long, having

The upper body which was machined from a brass rod, houses

connections from a triaxial call and a pipette via Klinger
Cocks.

and end 3eals, c:

(i) the upper bOdy, A,

(ii) glass tube, B and end seals, E and
(iii) the lower body, C.

(ii) Glass tube, E
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outside diameter about 10 mm. was ground flat at each end. The

glass tube wa,; connected to th[Jupper and Imv8r body by inser-

ting. through eech end. a short length of 1 mm O.D. Stainless

steel tubing (hypodermic needle). F. ;t ch" lo:,;erend th e

hypodermic needle passes into the lower bodv and extends below

the mercury surface (Fi~. 3.2). The connection between the

glass tubing and th8 upper and lower bodies were sealed by

axial compression between two rubber washers. E, through which

the hypodermic needles passed. For extra safety an epoxy

adhesive (Araldite) was used to make the whole system pressure

tight. The 1 mm. bore glass tubing was used because it gives

adequate sensitivity and minimized capillary effects.

3. rhe lower body, C,

The lower body was conn8cted to the upper bOdy by an intCJrnally

threaded tub", D, by which the. seals on the gl"ss "tube could ba

adjusted. It contains a cylindrical chamb(,r, into th8 lmver

end of :,;hichthe mercury through, G, was sealed by a rubber

O-ring. rhe trough may be raised and lowbred by a Knurled nut.

H, running on the screw thread on the outside of the chamb8r.

The upper part of the chamber, which is filled with wat~r, is

connected to tha pressur8 gagf:!, the manometer and the control

cylinder. The mercury trough was made from stainless steel to
avoid rust and deterioration due to contact with mercury. To

observe the mercury level in the capillary tube a window was

cut in the threaded tube, D. which was fitted with a paper scale.
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cylinder

E

F

A

\
I
I

I

I
• I

'8I

Upper body

Fig.3,2 Details of the Null Indicator

To triaxial cell base

Soft rubber washer with 1 m.m.
0.0. hypodermic needle inserted
through it.

Brass steel tube with window cut
as shown and fitted with paper
scale

1 m.m. bore glass tube 10 m.m. 0.0.
and 7"in length

Soft rubber washer with 1m.m. O.D.
hypodermic needle inserted C
through it

Lower body

Stainless steel mercurl' trough
fitted w',th a rubber 0 ring

Knurled nut H for lowering
mercury trough
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~-------------... - ~

Plate 3.2 The Null Indicat~x.
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of 6 in.

in thickness, was screwed and sweated on to the brassJ.. .u 1n.

(i) tho cylinder, A,

The cylinder which was made of brass, is a tube 17 in. I.D. and

(ii) the piston, Band

(iii) tho piston rod, C.

in Fig. 3.3 and Plate 3.3 ore:

(i) The cylinder A:

base E.

The principal features of the control cylinder whi=h is shown

during screwing of the piston rod. A smooth running and laak-

groove ball bearing was used to avoid rotation of the piston

proof saal, essential to the performanco of the apparatus was

The brass piston, B, was fitted with a rubber O-ring. A deep

obtained from commarci"l rubber O-sealing rings.

The stainless steel piston rod which was machined to have 20

(ii) The piston, B:

threads per inch passr,s through the brass nut, F, which forms

was provided to turn the screwed rod and has 3 total travel

the cap of the cylinder. An B in dia. perspex hand v,he"l, D,

(iii) The piston rod, C:
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8011 b lIO ri ng

F

1/2' dia. stainless ste.el rod
screwed 20 t.p.1.

-C
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Fig.3.3 Delo.,ls of the Control Cylinder

Perspex handwhE'el
B'dia.

Brass cap

8 ross pisto n

Rubbpr 0 ring

Brass cylindi:'r
1l2'I.D.X 13I4'o.D.
8. 61J2'in length

Brass base



Plate 3.3 The Control Cylinder.
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The construction'details, deairing and cleaning, calibration

and principle of operation is presented in details by Bishop
and Henkel (1964),

To obtain a sensitive pore WBt8r pressure measuring device a

twin manometer wes designed and constructed, Transparent poly-

thene tube, 3 mm I.D&wooden scales graduat,d both in milli-

meters and inches wer8 used to construct the twin manometer,
which is essentially two U-tube i~anom8tGrS connected in series.
The zero reading of the null indicator was obtained at 3 psi

of the pressure gage reading. The calibration curves for the

manometer is presented in Fig. 3.4. Limbs Ll end L
3

of the

manomet"r are graduated in inches and upto l/lDth of Cln inch,

and limbs, L2 and L4 ar~ graduated in centimeters and milli-

meters. The calibration factor for th~, inch scale "JOs obtained

as 0,18 psi per 0,1 in and that for millimeter scale was
obtained as 0,071 psi per mm,

3,4 The Volume-Chance Indicator

The volume change indicator for the; test set-up WilS constructod

from tho design presented by Davis and Poulos (1963), which

enables ready measurement of volume chcnge when the sample is

under a back-pressur.:, Thc volume change indicator, f', (Fig, 3. 6),

(Plate 3.4. used to measure the volume strain during consolida-

tion merely consists of an open ended tube 2.62 mm r,D, attached

to a horizontal scale, The tube: ,,,asconnected by flexible

polythene tubing 3 mm I,D. to the top pot( PLot" 3,S)of Bishop
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The Top Mercury Pot.Plate 3,5
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type mercury control (Fig. 3.5), which is used to Drovide back

pressure tD the pore-water system. This pot is filled with weter

Dn top of the mercury Dnd the water continues thrDugh the
flexible pipe to the grfldu.~tdd tube.

The movement of the meniscus along this tube glV83 the VOlumE:

change of the specimen during consolidation. The movement of

the meniscus aleng the herizontal tube has no effect on the

constancy Df the back pressure. The scale of the volume change

indicator is graduated in centimeters and millimeters and a

calibr3tion factor of O.OO~39 c.c/mm was obtained for the
indicator.

3.5 Set-up for jtress-Path Tusts

In the strcss-p3th method of sett18~lent analysis a soil SpeCi(lSn

lS tes~ed in the laboratDry by applying 22 closely as pOssible

tho same sequonco of stress changes :'35 those to which the soil

vJill be subjected in thr" field. Th", stages of an idealized

experimental progl'c,m are pressnted in Fig. 3.5. When a sample

is removed from thG ground, the tot,ll stresses urr= reduced to

zero and a negative porG-water pressur8 dBvfJlops. In th 8 first

stage, therEJorc, the insitu strossos should be restored to

obtain the: condition befor" s."lmpling. Th2n in the, sucond ssaqo

a set of stresses f.'ou81to those to which the samplo will be

subjocted owing to foundation landing should bo applied undar

undrained conditions, and ooth th c v'rtic,ol strain and POrf"-

water pressure measured. The samplo th2n should bL allowed to
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Stagl'S 01 an Idl'al Expl'riml'ntal Programml' lor
Settlement Analysis.

Stagl'I StagE' 1[ Stagl' ill
p. p' P '+ ( 4 tf v _A ') P'+ 4tT
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0 ". P+uO+40"v
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aftl'r
In -situ Imml'diatl'ly a Itl'r I u IIsampling

I g'tl'r load ap- consolidaflonIIcatlon

Fig3.5
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consolidate against a back pr~ssure aqual to the equillibrium

pore-water pressure u , and at the same time the horizontal
. 0

stress should bE decreased to its final value.

For this study a test setup was chosen SO that all the stages

of a stress-path test could be carried out conveniently.

Fig. 3.6 shows the layout of the set-up and the photograph

is shown in Plate 3.6.

Procedure to carryout a stress path test using the set-up

of Fig. 3.6 is as follows:

(i) The sample A is placed in the K -cell, B, in such a wayo

so that no air bubble is trapped between the sample and the

platens of th e top and bottom drains,

(ii) Tha zero reading of the null indicator, F, is obtained

using pressure gage, I or manometer) J, kc']ping th[:; \-Jater level

in pipette G, at the s6ma leval as the midheight of the sample,

A, This is done by opening coocks e, f and 1.

(iii) Cocks e and 1 are closed and g, i and J are openf~d. The

upper pot M of the Bishop type mercury control is adjusted sO

that the manometer/pressure gage reads the neutral pressure

uo in excess of the zero reading. The cocks g, i dnd j are

then clo sed,

(iv) The bleed screw 0 is then operated to bring back the

manometor to zero rasding. ,
'"

-
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(v) The Ko-cell is then filled with glycering from tank S,

by opening cocks a and c and operating bleed valve, v when

the cell is completely filled with glycerine cocks a and d

are closed.

(vi) This is the stage-I of the stress-path test. To bring Jack

the sample to the insitu state of stress the plunger is loaded

f

for a pressure p' + uo' keeping cocks e and f open to enable

porewater pressure measurement through the bottom drain. When

the full porewater pressure has been developed, cocks hand i

is opened to allow drainage through the top dra1n under a back-

pressure equal to uo' The volume change readings during conso-

lidation is obtained from the volume change indicator N. The

vertical strain during consolidation can be obtained from the

vertical dial E, capable of reading upto 0.0001 in. After full

dissipation of pore-water pressure the soil element is at the

insitu state of stress with the vertical total stress equal to

p' + Uo and horizontal total stress equal to K~ p' + uo' Now

cock h is closed and cocks band d opened. The cell~pressure

gage reading is brought to K' p' + U by adjusting the uppero 0

pot P of the cell pressure control and then cock a is opened.

(vii) This is stage II of stress-path test. The axial stress

at this stage is increased by ~GV equal to the net increase

in the vertical stress due to foundation loading and simulta-

neously the horizontal stress is increased by ~Uh,, which is

the net increase in horizontal stress under undrained condition.
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The vertical dial reading and pore-water prEssure is recorded

which is dUB to the undrained foundation loading.

(viii) This is stage III and the last stage of a stress path

test. After full development of the pore water pressure coc~

h is opened. As the pore pressure dissipates the horizontal

strass is changed from .o.<Jk, to .t.Qi::\1... which is dup to decrease

in Poisson's ratio under drained condition. This is done by

adjusting the upper pot P of the cell pressure control. During

consolidation the vertical dial readings, the manometer readings

and the volume change indicator readings are taken time to

time to obtain the pattern of dissipation.

. ;



CHAPTER IV

EXP~RIMlNTAL INV~STJGATION

4.1 Field Investigation and Collection of Soil Samples

A couple of priliminary bore-holes and inspection of open cuts

nearby rsvealed that the subsoil profile is more or less uniform

at the upper layers of the site of the proposed water tower.

On the basis of the preliminary field investigation it was

decided to drill two boreholes at a distance of thirty feet

on centrss. Each of the boreholes were carried to 70' below

ground lavel. One of the boreholes was drilled for undisturbed

sampling and the samples were collected in 3+ in. and 4 in•.

inside diameter Shelby tubes having 1/16 in. wall thickness.

The other borehole was drilled mainly for subsurface sounding

which was done by performing Standard Penetration Test (SPT)

at intervals of five feet. Disturbed but representative samples

were collected from this borehole and preserved in polythene

bags for subsequent laboratory investigation. A bore-log

showing the stratification, the position of the watertable,

the Atterberg limits, the S.P.T values and the unconfined

compressive strength is presented in Fig. 4.1.

4.2 Laboratory Investigation

The program for laboratory investigation may be divided into
two broad categories:

•
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(i) Standard routine tests for determination of Atterberg

limits, natural moisture content, specific grevity, unit

weight, unconfined compression strength, consolidated undrained

(CIU) triaxial tests and oedometer consolidation tests and

(ii) 5pecial tests like Ko-test and stress-path triaxial conso;-

lidation tests in which soil specimens were tested following
predetermined stress-paths.

4.3 Laboratory Tests-5pecification and Procedure

Standard routine tests were performed inaccordance with the

procedure specified by the A5T~i except for the consolidated

undrained triaxial tests. The test procedure followed. fOr

consolidated undrained triaxial tests i6 thet desc~i~ed in
details by Lambo (1951).

Test procedure for performing stress-path test has been

discussed in Chapter III, where the use of the test set up

was described. The Ko-test which is a part of the stress-path
test has also been described there.

4.4 Laboratory Test Results

The test results of the soil semples collected from the bore-
hole are discussed below:

4.4.1 Physical Properties

The results of Atterberg limits and natural moisture content
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test performed in the laboratory are incorporated in the bore

log of Fig, 4.1. rhess values along with the plasticity index,

dry and bulk density and specific gravity for samples at diff-
erent depth are presented in Table 4.1,

From the physical properties and field investigation the suo-
soil profile may be described as follows:

The surface layer extending upto approximately 5' below ground

level was composed of fill material. The second layer which

was found to extend from approximately 5' below ground level

to approximately 21' below ground level was identified as light

to crak grey silty clay of medium consistency. fhe third layer

extending from 21' below ground level to approximately 3D'

below ground level was identified as reddish brown silty clay

of medium consistency. Although both tho second and third

layers showed similar index properties, consistency and cla-

ssification (CL by the unified classification system), they

were different in colour. The fourth layer extending from 3D'

below ground level to approximately 45' below ground level was

identified as light to dark grey clayey silt and was classified

as ML, Below this layer a layer of medium compact silty fine

to medium sand was encountered. The sand is coarser and derser
with depth.

From grain size analysis the average clay content of the CL

layer from 5' below ground level to 30' below ground level

was obtained as 15 percent, The average clay content of ML
layer was obtainbd as 8 percent.
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Tabla 4.1.5ummary of Physicul Proporties

Dapth L.L. P.L. P.I . N.r"l.C. Dry vJat Sp.5r'.
unit unit
wt. wt.

2'0" to 3'6" IB 101.7 120

5'6" to 7'0" 25 99.2 124

7'6" to 9'0" 44 25 19 29 96.9 125 2.66

9 '(5"to 11'0" 46 24 22 2B 100.0 12B 2.72

11'6" to 12'6" 44 26 IB 31 93.1 122 2.71

13'0" to 14 '6" 43 26 17 32 91.7 121 2.69

16'9" to IB'3" 39 21 IB 2B 96.9 124 .2.66

20' 6" to 22'0" 44 22 22 2B 93.B 120

24'3" to 25'9" 43 21 22 26 101.6 12B 2.72

26'3" to 27'9" 47 25 22 26 102.4 129 2.70

2B'6" to 29'6" 42 24 IB 26 100.B 127 2.72

30'0" to 31'6" 41 27 14 34 B7.3 117

32'3" to 33'6" 35 B3.7 113

34'3" to 35'6" 41 29 12 40 B2.9 116 2.71

36'0" to 37'6" 39 26 13 35 B5.2 115 2.70

39'9" to 41' 3" 37 25 12 35 B5.2 115 2.,70
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4.4.2 Shear Strength and Undrained Modulus

The unconfined compression test results are presented in

Table 4.2. The strength shown are peak values of stress-strain

curve and the corresponding strains are reported. In cases

where peak did not occur strength at 20~ strain is reported.

The depth of the foundation was choosen at 10' below ground

level and as such tests were performed on samples from below
this depth.

Samples from the CL layers showed substantial deformation

before failure where as those from the I~L layer railed at
smaller strains_

Undrained elastic modulus was det~rmined both from unconfined

compression tests and consolidated undrained triaxial tests.

The consolidated undrained triaxial tests were performed et a

confining pressure equal to the existing effectivo overburden

pressure. rhe undrained modulus values which are secant modulus

at 50 percent of peak stress is presented in Table 4.3.

~rom unconfined compression test the average value of the

undrained modulus was obtained as 366 psi for the CL layer
and 221 psi for the ML layer.

From CIU triaxial compression test those values were obtained

as 876 psi for the CL layer and 1610 psi for tho ML layer.

The scatter in case of results for samples from ML layer was

high. The effect of confining pressure was found to be more



Table 4.2. Unconfined Compressive Strength Test Results

9'6" to 11'0" 2759 20.0
11'6" to 12'6" 3006 16.0
13'0" to 14'6" 3672 20.0
16'9" to 18'3" 2605 14.0
20'6" to 22'0" 2675 16.0
24' 3" to 25'9" 2752 12.0
26'3" to 27'9" 3456 1l.5
28' 6" to 29' 6" 3168 10.0
30'0" to 31' 6" 1830 5.0
3413" to 35'6" 2130 8.0
36'0" to 37'6" 2016 9.5
39'9" to 41'3" 2125 8.5

77

Failure
strain
percent

Unconfined
compressive
strength psf

Depth



Table 4.3; Undrained ~Jodulus Obtained from Unconfined Compre-
ssion and Consolidatad Undrained Triaxial Compression
Tests •

9' 6'i to II' 0;' 305
11' 6" to 12'6" 349 845
13'0" to 14'6" 445 846
16' 9;' to 18' 3" 356. .~~

21)16" to 22'0" 375 366 877 876
24 I 3" to 25'9" 347

26'3" to 27' 9" 412 807
28'6" to 29'6" 335 1005
---~._- .- - --- - _ .._- _.- --- _._-- - ._- -- ---
30'0" to 31' 6" 280 1175
34' 3" to 35'6" 200

221 161036'0" to 37' 6" 192 1505

39'9" to 41' 3" 213 2150

Av.E in
u

psi(from
CIU triaxial
com. tests)

E in psi
u
(from CIU
triaxial
com. tests)

Av.E in
psi u(from
U.C.tests)
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EU in psi

(from U. C.
tests)

Depth

•••
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9 i VB S,

4.1

4.2

thenc norm'

= OCR x 15o

Po = existing effective overburden pressure.

~
cact=

Po cnorm
cactOCR = cnorm

from CL layers.

was calculated by four dif'arent methods. Apart from the well

known Casagrande graphical construction a graphical method

using the void-ratio-reduction pattern suggested by 5chmartmann

pronounced in ssmplos from the ML layer compared to those

The overconsolidation ratio for samples frum different depth

4.4.3 Overconsolidstion Rstio (OCR)

was used as a method for determining the overconsolidation

ratio. If the overconsolidation ratio is denoted as OCR, the

c
rhe well known statistical relation ~ = 0.11 + 0.0037 PI

Po
for normally consolidated clays advanced by Skempton (1957)

mally consolidated clay as
actual apparent cohesion as c t' and the cohesion for e nOr-ac

where P = maximum past preconsolidation pressurec

(1955) was used.

At any value of plasticity index, the linear relationship

between shear strength and vertical consolidating pressure
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4.4

4.5

4,6

equation 4.3c ~nnorm

1
(0.11+0.0037 P.I.)x

P c

5
u

0,45 LL

c = P x (0.11 + 0.0037 P.I.)nOrm 0

LL = liquid limit in percent

OCR =

compressive strength and the value of c was obtained fromnorm
the equation.

Substituting this value of

The value of c t was obtained bv taking half of the unconfinedac '

undrained shear strength and liquid limit data by Eq, 4.6

pressu~e in the form

The calculation of OCR by Eq. 4.5 ~s shown in Table 4,4.

The overconsolidation ratio wes also determined by using the

where Su = undrained shear strength

The overconsolidation ratio was than calculated from

mechods described so far hes been presented in Table 4.5,

The valUes of the overconsolidation ratio obtained by the

-(Simons 1974), which gives the maximum past preconsolidation
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Table 4,4. overconsoli.jation Ratio from Undrained Shear
Strongth (after Skempton 1957)

Depth c P psf p. I. c cGet 0 act norm OCRpsf -P P
0 0

7'6" to 9'0" 1000 19 0,1803
)9'6" to 11'0" 1380 1250 22 1.104 0.1914 5.8

11'6" to 12'6" 1503 1438 18 1.045 0.1766 5.9
13'0" to 14'6" 1836 1563 17 1.175 0.1729 6.8
16'9" to 18'3" 1303 1761 18 0.732 0.1766 4.1
20'6" to 22'0" 1338 2031 22 0.659 0.1914 -3.44
24' 3" to 25'9" 1376 2250 22 0,612 0.1914 3.2
26'3" to 27'9" 1728 2375 22 0.728 0,1914 3•.8
28'6" to 29'6" 1584 2500 18 0.634 0.1766 3,6
30'0" to 31'6" 915 2668 14 0,343 0.1618 2,1
34'3" to 35'6" 1065 2825 12 0.377 0,1544 2,44
36'0" to 37'6" 1008 2930 13 0.344 0.1581 2.2
39'9" to 41' 3" 1063 3114 12 0.341 0.1544 2.2
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Table 4.5. Ov~rconsolidation Ratio by Different Methods

Dupth Overconsolidation ratio
Casagrande Schmertmann 5kempton Simons(1936) (1955) (1957) (1974)

7'6" to 9'0" 5.0 4.9
9'6" to 11'0" 4.6 7.2 5.8 5.3
11'6" to 12'6" 2.3 5.9 5.9 5.3
13'0" to 14 '6" 1.5 3.6 6.8 6.1
16'9" to 18 '3" 2.7 3.5 4.1 4.2
20'6" to 22'0" 3.44 3.3
24'3" to 25'9" 3.20 3.20
26'3" to 27'9" 1.38 1.4 3.80 3.50
28'6" to 29'6" 1.5 1.34 3.60 3.40
30'0" to 31'6" 2.1 1.86
34' 3" to 35'6" 1.45 2.9 2.4 2.04
36'0" to 35'6" 1.76 2.4 2.2 1.96
39'9" to 41'3" 1.47 1.5 2.2 2.05
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Both the emperical methods in which the overconsolidation ratio

was calculated from undrained shear strength and Atterberg li-
mits showed resonably close agreement.

The overconsolidation ratio by the graphical methods did not

differ very greatly except for some scattered values for sha-
llow depths,

A resonably good agreement has been obtained for values of

the OCR determined for the ML layer but at shallow ~~Pths in

the CL layer OCR calculated from the emperical methods were

higher than those obtained from graphical methods,

The OCR obtained from all the four approaches showed the

general tendency of decrease in its value with depth.

4,4.4 Oedometer Consolidation Properties

The one dimensional consolidation properties obtained from

oedometer test results ars presented in Tables 4.6 and 4,7.

Table 4,6 shows the values of the coefficient of volume compre-

ssibility, mvl' and the coefficient of consolidation, Cvl'

appropriate for the stress range to which soil elements at

different depths will be subjected considering one-dimensional

consolidation, In all the tests Cvl was determined by square

root t fitting method as mOre consistent plots were obtained

by this method compared to the log t fitting method,
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Table 4.6.

84

Coefficient of Volume Compressibility, m 1 and
Coefficient of Consolidation, C l' from ~edometer
Consolidation Test Results v

Depth Coeff. of vol. compr.
mvl in 10-5 ft2/1b

Coeff, of consoli-
dation c 1 in
-5 2v10 ft Imin.

9'6" to 11'0" 1,443 11.04
11'6" to 12 '6" 1.344 8,31
13'0" to 14 '6" 1.24B 20.11
16'9" to 18'3" 1.06 15.20
26'3" to 27'6" 0.672 21,82
28'6" to 29'6" 0,693 42.23
34' 3" to 35'6" 1.183 208.00
36'0" to 37'6" 1.023 258.50
39'9" to 41' 3" 1,026 282.00
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tructed from the laboratory curve in a manner described in

details by 5chmertmann (1955). The values of the initial void

The thirdh . -5 2/ground level av~ng average mvl - 0.683 x 10 ft lb.
. -5 2/layer from 30' to 45' hav~ng mvl - 1.077 x 10 ft lb.

some scatter a resonably good averago could be made for all

Although the coefficient of consolidation [vI values showed

The values of mvl showed a gradual decrease with depth for both

the Cl and Ml layers. On the basis of mvl values, the soil layer

f~om 10' below ground level to 45' below ground level may be

log of Fig. 4.1. The first layer from 10' below ground level to
-5 221'-6" below ground level having average mvl - 1.274x10 ft /lb

The second layer from 21'_6" below ground level to 3D' below

layer consisting of the CL layer from 10' below ground level

to 3D' below ground level having average Cvl _ 15 30xlO-5ft2/min

and the second layer consisting of the Ml layer from 30' below

practical purpose. On the basis of the Cvl values the whole

soil profile can be divided into two major layers. The first

divided into throe layers like that already shown in the bore-

ratio, compression index, CCl' obtained from tho laboratory

compression curve, the recompression index CCR end the virgin

compression index CCF' obtained from the reconstructed field

curve are presented in Table 4.7.

ground level to 45' below ground level having average Cvl _
-3 2/2.50 x 10 ft min.

ssibility of the soil the field e-log p relation was recons-

To investigate the effect of sample disturbance on the compre-
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Table 4,7 Consolidation Char3ctGristics From laboratory
and Field a-log p Rolation

0,205

0,190

0.343

0, 300

0.430

0,158

0,150

0.520

0.440

0.360

Virgin Comp,
index from
reconstruc-
ted field
curve,CCF

(Schmartmann
1955)

0,0205

0,0438

0.0435

0,0500

0,0175

0,0530

0,0350

0,0405

0.0395

0.0440

Recomp ression
index from
lab, rebound
curve, CCR
(Schmartmann
1955 )

0.135

0,164

0.150

0,143

0,211

0,220

0,320

0.334

0.294

0,320

Compression
index from
lab, camp,
curve CCl

O. 768

0.7tH

0,667

0,032

0,883

0,712

0,965

0,701

1.160

1,008

Initial
void
ratio aa

28'6" to 29'6"

7'6" to 9'0"

11' 6" to 12' 6"

13' 0" to 14' 6"

26'3" to 27'6"

36' 0" to 37' 6"

39'9" to 41'3"

16'9" to 18'3"

34' 3" to 35' 6"

9'6" to 11'0"
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4.4.5 Th~ee Dimonsional Consolid2tion Characteristics

Two distinct layers were identified on the basis of physical

properties, consistency and one-dimensional consolidation charac-

teristics, The layers are, the CL layer from 10' below ground

level to 3D' below ground level and the ML layer from 3D' below
ground level to 45' below ground level.

To find the elastic paramet,rs for three dimensional settlement

calculation Davis and Poulos (1968) emphasized the need for

obtaining a representative sample from a representative depth,

They observed that as th0 compressibility decreases with depth

the upper portion of the layer tha~ is the layer above the

midplane will contribute more to tho overall settlement. So the

representative depth to obtain a representative sample should

be chooscn at less than half of the full stratum depth. They

suggested the representative depth as 1/3 to 1/4 of full stratum
depth,

Taking these into considuration and on th8 basis of th" one-

dimensional consolidation properties one sample was choosen
from each leyer for performing stress-path t"sts and two speci-

mens were tested from each sample, The position of the samples

with respect to the layer depth and th" one dimensional conso-

lidation properties of the laY',r is presented in Table 4.8.

The samples were tested following the procedure outlined in

Chapter III. Tha test progrnm for the two samples are presented

in Table 4.9 which should be read in conjunction with Fig,3.5.
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Table 4.8. One Dimensional Consolidation Properties of
the Roprosentc,tivG Samples

Sample Specimen Depth D"'pth Depth m C infVO. No. of rotio vI vI
layer J.n 10-5 ft2/1b 10-5 ft2/min

Sample AV"r3ge Sample AV8rogc
for the for the
lLlyer laye r

S-2a 16'9" 10'0"5-2 to to 0.375 1.06 1.077 15.2 15.2955-2b 18' 3" 30'0"

S-4a 36'0" 30'0"5-4 to to 0.47 1.023 1.077 285.5 249.5S-4b 37'6" 45'0"

"

Table 4.9. Test Program for 5ample Nos. 5-2 and 5-4 (Fig.3.S)

5ample Existing N",utrGl Increment Increment inNo. effective Pressure in v'O'rtical horizontalO. B • press. u in psi, press. duo to pressure due toP' in psi 0 foundation foundation
loading loadin56(]V in psi. .t:>a.:,~._0;;1 ~t>Jh2

J.npSJ..

5-2 12.37 2.82 13.39 6.93

5-4 20.35 11.28 6.74 0.76
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In addition to the samples for str~ss-path testing, two samples

one from each of the two layers were testae for the determina-

tion of Ko and pore-pr8ssure parameter .~. fhe samples are desig-

nated 5-1 which was taken from a depth of 11'6" to 12'6" below

ground level and 5-3 which was taken from", depth of 34' 3" to
35'6" below ground level.

Apart from the cxperimantal determination, the coefficient of
Barth pressure 8t rest, K' was also determined from the overo

consolidation ratio anu the Atterberg limits values using the

empirical relationship given by Brooker and Ireland (1965) and

5herif and Koch (1970). Brooker and Irel~nd related Ko with

OCR end the plasticity index wher8as 5herif and Koch related

Ko with OCR and liquid limit. The r~lationship presented by

Brook8r and Ireland is shown in Fig. 4.2. According to 5herif

and Koch the coefficient of earth Pressure at rest may be exp-
rossed as

K~ = A + C{ (OCR-l)

where log A = 0.00275 (LL-20) + log (0.54)

and log 0( = 0.00745 (LL-20) + log (O.OB)

4.7

4.B

4.9

The values of K' obtained by using these relationship and expe-
o

rimental test rGsults is presented in Table 4.10. The OCR values

for calculating K' from the emperical formulae was judged fromo
those presented in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.10 Th" Coeffici ent of Earth Pressure at Rest. K'
0

K' K' (Sherif 1\'
Sample Depth OCR 0 0 0

No, (B'rooker and Koch (from expe-
and Ireland 1970 ) r.:iment)
1965) ~~~~-.

7' 6" to 9'0" 'i.0 lJ.9 l.ll

9' 6" to 11'0" 5.0 0,95 1.14

5-1 II' 6" to 12 '6" 4.0 0.85 0.99 0,69

13'0" to 14 '6" 3 •6 0.80 0.93

S-2 115'9" to 18'3" 3.0 O. Bo '.0.83 0.70
26'3" to 27' 6" 1.4 0.65 o'~69

28' 6" to 29'6" 1.4 0,6 0.67

30'0" to 31'6" 2.0 U, 7 0, 73

5-3 34'3" to 35'6" 2.0 0.65 O. 73 0.60

5-4 36'0" .to 37'6" 1.75 0.6 0.69 0..58

39'9" to 41' 3" 1.5 0.58 0,65
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The values of K' obtained from experimental results were foundo

to be lower than those obtained from empirical relationships.

Tne pore-pressure parameter A was obtained from results of

stress path tests on samples 5-2 and 5-4, Undrained compression

test with pore-pressure measurement was performed on samples

5-1 and 5-3 to obtain the value of A, The values obtained for

the four samples are presented in Table 4.11.

Table 4.11, Pore-Pressure Parameter A

Sample No.

Pore-pressure
paraJ)leterA

5-1

0,47

5-2

0.435

5-3

0.59

5-4

0.616
-....------------------------------------
From the values of applied stresses and measured strains during

stress-path tests the elastic settlement parameters were calcu-

lated for all the four specimens and are presented in Tabla 4.12.

4.5 Summary of Test Results

From the physical properties, consistency and consolidation

characteristics a fairly accurate conclusion could be made that

the subsoil from 10' below ground level to 45' below ground

level is composed of two distinct layers, The layer, which may

bo termed as Layer A extends from 10' to 3D' below ground level.



Table 4,12. Three-dimensional Settlement Parameters from Stress-Path Tests

Sample Specimen Axial Axial Undrained Drained Drained Cofficient
strain due strain t:lastic Elastic Poisson's of consoli-No, und,loading due to modulus modulus ratio dation
<:-11.1 in consoli- " E' PS1.. tJl (3 Dimn.)~
10-3. /' dation u Cv3 in

In l.n E 1(. in psi.
10-5 ft2/min.10-3. /'In In

5-2a 7,17 10.46 901 476 0,36 9.03
S-2

S-2b 7,32 11,10 883 441 0.38 11.07

S-4a 2.17 5,68 2758 801 0,30 157.00
S-4

S-4b 2,23 5,43 2678 818 0.31 169,00

'"w
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This layer can be classified as silty clay Df lDw tD medium

plasticity (Cl-grDup). The Dther layer, which may.be termed

as layer B extends frDm 30' tD 45' belDw ground level. This

layer can be classified as clayey silt having low plasticity
(Ml-grDup) (Fig. 4.3).

-A check in the OCR values shDw that layer A is cDmpDsed Df.:

sDil which is slightly tD mDderately DvercDnsolidated. SDils

frDm layer B shDwed lesser degree Df DvercDnsDlidatiDn and may

be termed as slightly overcDnsDlidated. The OCR values shDwed

the general tendency Df decrease with depth.

The average physical and consDlidatiDn prDperties fDr the tWD

layers are summarized in Tables 4.13 and 4.14.
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Table 4,13 , Summary 0 f Physical Properties

Layer

A

B

L,L,

44

40

P,L,

24

27

P , I ,

20

13

Clay content Activity Group
'Yo symbol

15,0 1,33 CL

8,0 1,63 ML

Table 4,14. Summary sf Consistency and Consolidati~n Characteristics

Layer S mv1 In [vl in E psi E psi E' ,/ [ - in 10-5 OCRu K' A .u u \/j ft2/min rangepsf lo-5ft2/1b -5 2 / . 0 form CIU from10 ft I mln, test stress- psi
path test

A 1500 1,077 15,25 0,70 0,45 876 892 459 0,37 10.04 1,4 to S

B 1000 1.077 249.50 0.59 0,60 1610 2718 810 0.31 163'00 1,5 to 2

'"0'\



CH/,PTER V

ANALY~IS OF SETTLEMENT

5.1 General

A flexible circular permeable foundation forty feet in diameter

and founded at a de?th of ten feet below ground level was con-

sidered for the analysis of settlement, The net soil pressure

at the base of the founcation was choosen as 2016 psf (14 psi)

which offered a factor of safety of more than four against a

general shear failure and a factor of safety of more than two

against initiation of local yield in the soil mass (Fig. 2.5).

To calculate the distribution of stresses du~ to foundation

loading the elastic struss distribution theory was used which

considers the soil as a homogeneous, isotropic, elastic semi-

infinite continuum, By the elastic theory the vertical and

horizontal scresses developed along the centre line of a uni-

formly loaded flexible circular area is given by equations

5, 1

where f. av and 60;..are net ~ncrease in vertical andhorizontal

stresses respectively due to foundation loading.

p = load/unit area at the base of the foundation

r = radius of tho foundation
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z = depth below foundation level

u= Poisson's ratio of the soil; t8ken equal to 0.5 for

satur8ted clays under undrained condition.

The stress distribution duo to foundation loading was also

determined by the sector method presented by Poulos (1967a,

1967b) in which sector influence factors are u~ed to c81culate

stresses. By th8 sector method tho vertical and horizont81

stresses are given by the equation

I 5.3

where I is the influence factor appropriate for the stress

component required.

For v~rtical stresses beneath tho centre of 3 uniformly loaded

circular foundation

I = 21t I sa
5.4

where I lS the sector influence factor for vertical stresses
sa

for a sactor radius equal to the radius of the circular founda-

tion. FO,r horizontal stresses beneath the centre of a uniformly

loaded circular. foundation

I = 1t
5.• 5

where """Y'I and "L) I arCl thr' sector influence factors for
'-J S3 '.I U sa

the tangential and bulk stresses r,spectively for a sector
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radius equal to thE radius of the circular foundation. The

sector influonce factors were obcained from those presented

by Poulos. This m8thod presented results almost identical to

those obtained by using Eqs. 5.1 And 5.2.

The distribution of v~rtical and horizontal stresses due to

foundation loading and tho distribution of existing effective
1_\

,overburden pressure alon] tho centra line of the foundation.i~

presented in Fig. 5.1.

In order to establish somo form of relationship among a number

of settlement parameters the results of oedometer consolidation

test presented in Chapter IV was used. A plot of compression

index, CCl versus initial void ratio eo is pr'sented in Fig.5.2

from which the following equation was derived

= 0.44 (e - 0.36)o
5.6

which may be compared to similar r31ations obtained by Nishida

(1956) and 5trajuddin and Ahmed (1967).

Nishida (1956) obtained tha relationship as

5. 7

whereas 5irajuddin and Ahmed (1967) obt8ined the relationship

as

A plot of compression

ratio eo is presented

Celr"tio, 1 + e
o

in Fig. 5.3.

5.8

versus tho initial void
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5.2 Field Stress-Paths

Field stress-paths for the two samples designated 5-2 and 5-4

were determined using the values of K' pore-pressure parameter0'

A (B was assumed equal to 1) and the pressure distribution

obtained from the elastic theory. The effective and total

stress-paths due to foundation loading for the two samples

designated 5-2 and 5-4 is presented in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5

resDectively. The in-situ state of effective stresses is

represented by point A on the plot of vertical stress versus

horizontal stress. Due to the application of foundation press-

ure under undrained condition the state of effective stress

moves from point A to point B. During this process the effec-

tive vertical pressure increases but the effective horizontal

pressure decreases due to development of pore-water pressure ir

the soil sample. The effective stress-path during this stage of

undrained loading is given by line AB. As the sample starts to

consolidate the stress-state moves from point B towards point C

causing both the effective vertical and horizontal stress to

increase by the amount equal to the magnitude of the pore-water

pressure that is dissipated. After full consolidation i.e. full

dissipation of excess porewater pressure the stress-point is

at C and the effective struss-path due to consolidation of

the sample is given by BC. Th8 combined effective stress-path

due to undrained loading and subsequent consolidation is given

by ABC whereas the total stress point moves straight from point
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in horizontal stress-due to change in poisson's ratio from the

undrained value of -0 : Vu.: 0.5 to tJ: ;/ was negle cted

A
l

to C
l

giving the total stress-path A1Cl. The effect of change

in this study.

5,3 Initial or Immediate Settlement

In the con~entional and Skempton and Bjerrum methods the average

immediate settlement was calculated from Eqs. 2.4 and 2.5,

The average values of the undrained modulus E u
determined from

CIU triaxial compression tests was obtained as 876 psi for

layer A and 1610 psi for layer n, By using the principle of

superposition in a manner presented by Simons and Menzies(1975)

the contribution to the total average immediate settlement from

each of the layer A and B was calculated. The immediate settle-

ment at the centre of the flexible circular foundation was

calculated using the following equation (Terzaghi 1943).

S~ centre:
Su ave
0.85

5.9

In the Davis and Poulos m~thod tho immediate settlement for

the two layer system was calculated by using Eq. 2,20 which

reduced ~o "he form

/ I ti.lQ - 6 ~) dz
o

as l.ncaSB of a circular loaded 8rea \IX. == OJ == 6CTj;;

5.10



A and 2718 psi for layer B,

The average values of the undrained modulus E was determined. u

from stress-path tests and was obtained as 892 PSl for layer

• 107
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In the stress-path method the immediate settlement for the

layer A and B was obtained by direct multipication of the axial

strain due to undrained loading by the layer thickness under

consideration. For layers A and B the average values of the

axial strain due to undrained loading was calculated as

7,245xlo-3 in/in and 2,2015xlo-3 in/in respectively,

A summary of the magnitude of immediate settlement obtained

by the different methods is presented in Table 5.1,

Table 5,1. Magnitude of Immediate Settlement at Centre of
Foundation, S in ins.

u

Layer

A

B

Conventional

2.38

0.51

Skempton and
B j errum

2.38

0,51

Davis and
Poulos

1,66
0,39

Stress-
path

1,74

0,4
~.--------------------------------------
Total 2.89 2,89 2,05 2.14
---.•-----------------------------------
5.4 Primary Conselidation Settlement

For the calculation of primary consolidation settlement by the

conventional method Eq, 2.2 was used. To make the computation

convenient layer A was divided into two layers Al and A2 thus
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the whole stratum was divided into three layers viz AI' A2 and

B and an average value of mvl was assigned to each of three

layers, The average value of mvl for layer Al was obtained as
-5 21,274 x 10 ft lIb and those for layers A2 and B was obtained

-5 2 -5 2as 0,683 x 10 ft lIb and 1,077 x lU ft lIb respectively,

In the Skempton and Bjerrum method ~q. 2.10 was used to deter-

mine the magnitude of primary consolidation settlement. The

average value of the porewator pressure parameter A was calcu-

lated as 0,525 and with ~ = 0,875 the value of coefficient

N\ was obtained equal to 0,7 from curves presented in Fig, 2,3,

The total final settlement by the Devis and Pculos method was

calculated by using Eq, 2,18 which for a circular loaded area

took the form

1
c::t

z

J (6oy - z.JltJ a:-
o h

) dz 5,11

as in this case
I

Averageo:values of the elastic parameters E' and :0 were

obtained for both the layers A and B. The average value of E'

the modulus under drained condition was obtained as 459 psi

and 810 psi for layers A and B respectively, The avp.rage value
Iof Poisson's ratio,) under drained condition was obtained as

0.37 and 0.31 for layers A and B respectiv21y, The magnitude

of primary consolidation settlement for each of tho layers was

obtained by subtructing the immediate settlement from the

total final settlemcnt for the layer under consideration,
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In the stress-path method the primary consolidation settlement

for each of the layers A and D was obtained by direct multi-

plication of the layer thickness with the axial strain during

consolidation obtained from stress-path tests. The average

axial strain during consolidation for the layers A and B was

obtained as 10.78 x 10-3 in/in and 5.555 x 10-3 in/in respec-

tively.

The magnitude of the prlmary consolidation settlement for the

two layers under consideration, as obtained from different

methods, is presented in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2. t'lagnitude of Primary Consolidation 5ettlement 5CF
in ins. at the Centre of Foundation

I~ethod Conventional 5kempton Davis
Layer and and 5tress-path

B j errum Poulos

A 4.49 2.40 2.59

B 1.87 1.01 1.00

Total 6.36 4.45 3.41 3.59

5.5 Total Final 5ettlement

The total final settlement for each layer was calculated by

adding the immediate and the consolidation settlement and that

for the whole stratum was calculated by adding the contribu-

tions from each of the two layers. A summary of the magnitude

.-
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of different settlement components obtained from different

methods of settlement analysis is presented in Table 5.3.

5.6 Time Rate of Primary Consolidation Settlement

110

The one-dimensional consolidation theory was used to determine

the cime rate of settlement by the conventional and Skempton

and Djerrum method. For the calculation of time rate of settle-

ment by these methods the whole strata was considered as a two

layer system. The average values of Cvl for layers A and B wera

obtained as 15.25xlO-5 ft2/min and 249.5 x 10-5 ft2/min res-

pectively. An approximate method of analysis (NAVDoCKS DM-7)

was used to determine the time rate of consolidation of the

individual layers A and B as wall as the combined layer.

Fig. 5.6 shows the time-settlement relationship for the indi-

vidual layers as well as the combined layer obtained in this

manner.

The time rate of settlement under throe dimensional condition

was obtained by using the curves presented by Davis and Poulos

(1972) which represents the solution of Eq, 2,38 for different

drainage conditions, The curves which are similar to those

presented in Fig. 2,10 were obtained for a circular footing

of radius a resting on an elastic stratum of thickness hand

Poisson's ratio 11 ; 0.5. The curves relate, degree of sett18-
mont U . with the logarithm of time factor T for different

s v

values of h/a ratio where, T is defined byv
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Table 5.3 Magnitude er Settlement by Different Methods

Conventional Conventienal Skempton and Davis and Stress PathF,q.2.1 Eq. 2.3 Bjerrum Poules<£ \Po(!l Q'
(!II' ~

1'0/
(!I~ A B Comb. A B Comb. A R Comb A B Cemb. A B Combl!I",

IlIImediate
Su 0 0 0 2.38 0.51 .89 2.38 0.51 2.89 1.66 0.39 '.05 1.74 0.40 2.14ins.

Consoli- 4.49 1.87 6.36 ~.49 1.87 6.36 4.45 2.41 1.00 3.41 2.59 1.00 3.59dati.n - -SCF ins.

Tetal 4.49 1.87 6.36 6.87 2.38 9.25 - - 7.34 4.07 1.39 5.46 ~.33 11.405.73STF ins.

•

~
~
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5.12

where [vl = one-dimensional coefficient of consolidation

h = full stratum depth

t = time

The solutions presented are for J= 0.5. For other values of

Poisson's ratio Davis and Poulos writes that with T definedv

in terms of [vl' tho effect of V on the degree of settlement

is not very great, amounting to a maximum of 18% to the degree

of settlement.

The same basis of solution as usod under tho one-dimensional

condition was used in the solution of the rate of settlement of

the two layer system under thrse-dimensional condition. The

time settlement curvus for the individual lay~rs as well as the

combined layer, under three-dimensional condition is presented

in Fig. 5.7. In the Davis and Poulos and ~tress-path method

the three-dimensional consolidation theory was used to predict

the time rate of settlement.

To compare the time rate of settlement obtained by the one-

dimensional and the three-dimensional consolidation theories

the time settlement relationship for the combined layer obtained

from the two theories are pr~sentod in Fig. 5.8.

Finally the time settlement relation showing the progress of

settlement with time by the diff~r8nt methods of settlement

analysis was obtained which is presented in Fig. 5.9.
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5.7 Effect of Sample Disturbance

To study the effect of sample disturbnnce on the magnitude of

primary consolidation settlement obtained by the conventional

method, a method suggested by Schmartmann (1955) was used.

Field a-log p relations were reconstructed from laboratory

e-log p curves in a manner suggested by Schmartmann. The magni-

tud c of primary consolidation settlem,mt was then calcula ted

from the fiald cu rves by th~ equations (Casagrande 1964),

H Po +LlP 5.13
SCF = C 109101 + c CR PoCJ

for P + Ll p { Pc0

H
[ CCR ~ Po +.6.P]and SCF = log10 + CCF 10910 5.141 + E) Pc0 Po

for Po + LlP > Pc

where H is the thickness of th~ layer under consideration

~ p is the not incrs8s8 in v0rtieal prassure.

Using the OCR values obtained by tho graphical method presented

by Schmartmann and from the consolidation properties presented

in Table 4.7, tho magnitude of primary consolidation settle-

ment was obtained as 2.41 in comparod to 6.36 in obtained from

laboratory curves.
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5.3 Discussion __on T8st Resl'lts

As already pointed out in Chapter II, very little information

is available to compare the stress path method with the

other methods of settlement analysis for structures on heavily

D.C, clay and even fewer data are available for structures on

N.C, and slightly D.C. clays (Simons 1974).

Simons (1971) presented a comparison between the stress path

method, the Skempton and Bjerrum method and the Conventional

Method for a forty feet diameter flexible foundation established

at twenty feet below ground lavel in heavily D.C. london clay.

He concluded that "the actual stress path for an element of

soil beneath a foundation in the field is in general quite

different from that implied in standard methods of settlement

computation based on the oedometer test. Since the axial defor-

mation of an elament of soil is dependent on the stress path

followed, standard methods of settlement analysis cannot be

expected to yield eccurate prodictions".

lambe (1973) presented settlement studies on N.C. clay for the

North-East Test Embankment. The test ~mbankmBnt was constructed

on a thick layer of N.C, Boston Blue Clay. A comparison showed

that in case of initial settlement there was closer agreement

between the observed and predicted value by the conventional

method while in case of primary consolidation settlement

stress-path m~thod gave better result.
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A comparison of the total fincl settlement revealed that the

elastic methods bAsed on stress-path t2sts and the conventional

method by Eq. 2.3 did not differ greatly. Lambe did not make

any comment on the pr2cicted and obs3rved values of the total

final settlemont as the three settlement plates planted under

the embankment offered very large diff~r8nc8S in the observed

primary consolidation settlement, which could not be explained.

However, he ooined that some of theso discrepancies may be

attributed to the large scatter in soil properties.

The foundation material ln this study comprises a layer of

slightly to mOderately D.C. silty clay underlain by a layer of

slightly D.C. clcyay silt. Comparing the results obtained in

this investigation with those obtained by Simons and Lambe, it

is found thot it fits well in between th~ two extreme C8ses

of heavily D.C. London Clay end N.C. Boston Blue Clay. A com-

p3rison of the ratio of the different components of settlement

obtained by the stress oath ~ethod with thoso by the other

methods for tho thrsp cases is presentod in Table 5.4.

From the comparison presented it can be observed thnt the
ratio obtained in this investigation for the lishtly D.C. clay

silt is always ln between thosa obtained for heavily D.C.

London Clay and N.C. Boston Blue Clay, except for the case

of initial settlement. Lambe obtained a ratio of 1.22 for thG

initial settlement calculated by the conventional mathad to

tho observed value.
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Table 5.4. Comparison of the Settlement Ratio Obtained by
Simons,Lambe and the Author

120

Case SuCOf~ SCFCON 5CFSB STFCON STFCoN STF 51i

SUSP SCFSP SUSP STFSP STFSP STFSP
Eq. 2.1 Eq. 2.3

Simons
H.o.C. 1.9 2.7 1.9 1.9 2.4 1.9
London Clay

Author
Lightly O.C. 1.35 1.77 1.24 1.10 1.61 1.28
Clay-silt

Lambe
N.C. 4.35 0.B5 0.72 0.B3 0.97 0.B4
B.B.C

Notations:

SUCON

SCFCoN

SHeON

STFSB

Su 5P

SCFSP
,-
"iFS?

- Immediate settlement by Conventional Method

- Primary consolidation settlement by Conventional Mathod

- Total final settlament by Conventional Method

- Primary consolidation settlement by Skempton and
Bjerrum I.lethod

- Total 9inal s2ttlem2nt by Skempton and Bjerrum Method

- Immediate settlement by stress-path method

- Primary consolidation settlement by stress-path method

- Total final settlement by stress-path method
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Upto the local yi2ld stress lavel the elastic method by Davis

and Poulos 2nd the str~ss path method arc based on almost
similar ossumptiions and it is ex~octod that results obtained

by these methods should not differ greatly provided the choice

of 'average point' and r8presentative depth' rcally represent

the field condition. The values in Table 5.3 show that the

agraement botween the settlemont by these two methods are very

good.

From the range of literature reviewod by the author, except

for the casa of initial settlement of the test embankment des-

cribed by Lambe (1973), ths stress path method has been accepted

to be more reliable and sophisticated comparod to the other

methods of settlement analysis. However, Lambe (1973) warned

that the Engineer should not only bo influenced by the sophis-

tication of his predicting techniques but thore are other

factors like, quality of test data which may more than offset

th2 sophistication of a tochnique and in such cases less sophis-

ticated techniques mny yield batter results. The quality of

test data depends on the dQgr~e of sample disturbances, sophis-

tication of laboratory equipments and experience and skill of

the laboratory technician.

In almost 311 the cases reviewed in this study the observed

rate of settlement was found to be faster than the rate pre-

dicted by the conventional one-dimensional theory (Art.2.6).

Very limited test data was available which presented relation
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b8tween observ8d rate and that prJdicted by the three-dimen-

sional theory. Davis and Poulos (1968, 1972) presented results

of model footing tests which showed that th8 three-dimensional

theory predicted reasonably accurately tho observed rate of

settlement. In this study a faster rate was obtained by the

three-dimensional theory compared to that by the one-dimensional

theory, so it is more likely that the actual rate of settlement

will be closer to that obtained by tho three-dimensional theory.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION5
AND

RECOMMENDATION5 FOR FUTURE RE5EARCH

6,1 Con£lusions

From the analysis and discussion of test results on the lightly

D,C. clay layers investigated inthis study, the following con-

clusions may be drawn:

(i) The Conventionsl Meth~sis likely to overestimate the actual

immediate settlement in the field, It overestimated the imme-

diate settlement by stress path ',nd ~avis and Poulos method by

about 35 percent in this case.

(ii) The Skempton and Bjerrum method is likely to overestimate

and the Gonventional Method is likely to very much overestimate

the actual field primary consolidation settlement, Primary

consolidation SEttlement obtained by these methods were higher

than that by stress path method by 24 and 77 percent respectively

in this case.

(iii) The Conventional Method by Eqn. 2.1 is likely to over-

estimate and that by Eqn. 2.3 very much overostimate the actusl

total final settlement. These methods overestimated the total

final settlement by 11 and 61 percent respectivuly over that

estimated by stress path method, I"he 5ksmpton and Bjerrum

method is also likely to overestimate the octual total final

settlement of the structure and it overestimated that by stress

path method by 28 percent in this study.
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(iv) Altho~gh the Conventional Method by Eqn. 2.1 over8stimat~d

the magnitude of total final sattlement estimated by the stress

path m~thod by only about 11 percent, the stress path method

provid8~ more details which are very important for safe and

economic design of foundations. About 37 percent of the total

final settlement by tho stress path method was instantaneous

indicating a substantial part of the total settlement occuring

during construction. On the otner hand tha Conventional Method

assumes a gradual final s~ttlement.

(v) A faster time-rate of consolidation was obtained by the

three-dimensional theory compared to that by one-dimensional

theory. It is more likely that the actual timo-rate of conso-

lidation in this particular study will be closer to that obtai-

ned by the thr8~-dim~nsicnal theory than that by one-dimensional

th~ory. The time-rotc of consolidation by the three-dimensional

theory was found to be much faster at tho initial stages of

consolidation than ac tho later stages compared to that by

one-dimensional theory, the rate being 70 percent faster at

30 percent consolidation and 4u percent faster at 96 percent

consolidation.

(vi) Elements of soil under foundation loading are likely to

follow geometrically similar stress paths to those shqwn in

Figs. 5.4 and 5.5.

(vii) Due to sample disturbance during trensportation, handling

and sampling by 0 standard Shelby tuba,the computed value of
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the primary consolidation settlement obtained from oedometer

test results may be very much higher than the actual settlement.

6.2 Recommendations for Future Researc~

Although the objective of this study was set to make a compari-

son of the stress path method of settlement analysis with other

methods appliad to a lightly D.C, clay, due to time constraints

no field observation could be made to finally confirm the

theoretically established points, Again th~ work was limited

to settlement studies on lightly O.C, clay-silt from one site,

On the basis of these and from the experience gathered from

this study, the following recommendations are made for future

research:

(i) A water tower is going to be constructed soon at the site

from which the samples were collected for this study. Arrange-

ments may be made to keep settlement records to check the

validity of the conclusions made herein.

(ii) Settlement studies on lightly D.C. clays from other sit~s

may be taken up to further check the validity of the results

obtained from this study.

(iii) Systematic laboratory and field studies may be taken up

for other types of soil fer comparison of tho stress-path method

of settlement an~lysis with the other available methods.
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(iv) Works may be taken up with a view to arriving at an appro-

priate value for the defDrmation mDdulus Df .the soil rather

than using the e-log p relatiDI' tD predict sattlement charac-

teristics,

(v) Reliable determinatiDn Df prccDnsolidction pressure is

still an unsolved problem, particularly if the sample is cDnsi-

derably disturbed, Efforts may be made to find methods for

reliable determination of preconsolidation pressure which is

very impDrtant for reliable settlement analysis,

(vi) The effect Df sample disturbance Dn th~ s~ttlement para-

meters maybe investigated with special attentiDn to the effect

Df sample disturbance on the undrained elastic mDdulus Df

clays,
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COMPUT~TION OF BEARING CAP"CITY AND SETTLEMENT
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Bearing Capacity:

Taking avp.ragc value of undrained shear strength for the two

layers A and i3

C ; 1250 psf
u

Ultimate bea1:ing capacity, In this case

5(1+0, 2B/L) ( 1+0.2 O/B) C '3 ; L ; 40'-0;1
q ;

U U

5xl.2xl.05x125o 0 ; 10'-0"
;

7875 psf BIL ; 1 & lJ/B;o.25
;

For layer A: K I ; O. 70a C /p; 0.8 (Av.)
u

Initial shear ratio, f;
( 1 - K'a
2 C Ip

u
; ~~~.8; 0.1875

Entering Fio. 2.5(b) '.ith C /~ ; 0 8 and K' ; 0.70, a factor- u. 0

of safety of 2 against ultimata bearing capacity failure to

prevent local yield is obtained, Fig. 2.5(a).

Choosing a net foundation pressure of 2016 psf (14 psi).

Factor of safety against ultimate baaring capacity failure
7875; 2016 ; 3.91;::;-4.

Factor of safaty against initiation of local yield; 4/2 ; 2,

Considering two layer system having undrained shear strength

of 1500 psf for layer A and lOuD psF for layer B.

1500
1000 = 1.5 T/8 ; 20/40 ; I. 5
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where T = Depth of interface of layers A and B from base of

foundation,

NC = 5,69 (for strip footing)

fa r D/B = 0, 25 ;

where NCO is the bearing capacity factor which includes the

effect of depth of footing,

NCO = 1,075 x 5,69 = 6.12

bearing capacity factor for a circular footing

NCR = 1.2 NCO = 1.2x6.12 = 7.344

qu = CA NCR = 15oox7.344 = 11,016 psf

F.S. against ultimat~ bearing capacity failure

=
ll,olEi
2016 = 5.5

F.J. against initiation of local yield

= 5,5/2 = 2.75

Immediate Settlement

Conventional and Skempton and 8jerrum Method (Ref, Fig. 2.1

and Simons and f'i,3nzies,1975).

Layer, A -

U/B = 0.25 ; lUA = B76 psi

HIS = 20/40 = 0,50
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NV From Fig. 2.1) = 0.945 ;

Avarag8 SUA(876) = 0.2BxO.945x

A\, = 0.2B
14x40x12

876

134

= 2.03 in

At centre from Eq. 5.9

SuA(B76) = 2.03 = 2.3B in.0.B5

Layer, B -

Assuming that layer B extends to the surface,

H/E = 35/40 = 0.B75 and EU8 = 1610 psi

wh0re ~I = 0.39,

Avarag8 settlement for the entire depth

5 0 94'- 0 39 14x40xlS 1 53B .UAB(1610) = • :JX. x 1610 = -. :Ln

the average settlement of layer A if cUA = EU3 = 1610 psi
14x40x12

SUA(1610) = 0.2BxO.945 x 1610 = 1.104 in

average settlement for layer B,

5UB(1610) = 5UAB(1610) - SUA(1610)

= (1.53B - 1.104) = 0.434 in

at Centre,

SUB(1610) =
"'0.•.....;.4.;;;.34...:.__0,51 in0.B5
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Davis and Poulos r1ethod

z2 Mil -2 J'-I b:Tj.,
S = J dzu t.

zl u

~u = 0.5 (for saturated clays)

z ~IJV- 6 ~
S = J Eu zl u

Putting the valuGs of and

for <J = -J0I= 0;5,

3p
z2 --.

l
S J l 2u 2Eu zl 55,:: z2)+

from ~qs. 5.1 and 5.2

dz

'-

p = 14 psi

Integrating

Layer A,

Eu = B92 psi

r = 20L{)"

SUA
3x14

= 2xB92

2
P2 21f(r+z)

Zl = 0,

r 400
20

rL. •...

Z2 = 20'_0"

1ft~~0+400J

Eq. ( A )

Layer B,

= 1.66 in

271B' 14' Zl = 20'-0", Z2 - 35'-0"t.u = ps~, P = ps., = -

r = 20'_0"
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Putting these values ir. Eg. (A)

SUB:; 0.391 in

S ; SUA + SUB ; 1.66 + 0.39 ; 2.0S in
u

Stress-path Method

Layer, A, SUA ; ~ lU x HA

; 0.007245x20x12 ; 1.74 in

Layer, B, SUB ; 0.0022015x15x12 ; o . 396 in 0.4 in

S ; SUA + SUB ; 1.74 + 0.4 ; 2.14 inu.

Consolidation Settlement

Conventional Method

Soed

Putting the value of ~IJV from [g. 5.1 and integrating

2 2 [ll,r(z+r) +

2,

2
r

2 2'{(z +r ) I]
Eg. (8)

Layer A,

2016 psi, 1.27375 -5 ft2 lIb,p ; mvI ; x 10

Zl ; 0, Z2 ; 11.S', r ; 20'-0"
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Putting these values ir.Eq.

Soed Al = 0.2648 ft

Layer A2,

(B )

137

P = 2016 psf. zl= 11.5',

r = 20'_0"

Putting these values in Eq. (8)

50ed A2 = 0.0892 ft

Layer 8.

p = 2016 psf, zl = 20', z2 = 35',

r=20'-0"

Putting these values in Eq. (8)

5 d 8 = 0.1562 ft = 1.87 inDe

Layer A,

-5 2mvl=1.077xlO ft lIb

5 A =oed 50ed Al + ~oed A2 = 0.2848 + 0.0892

= 0.374 ft = 4.49 in

Total consolidation settlement

5 = 5oed DadA + SoedB = 1.87 + 4.49 = 6.36 in

5kempton and gjerrum Method

Average value of pore-pressure parameter A for the whole depth

A = 0.525
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r = 240 in.

( \I )A.1JV-2LJll~ dz

= O. 37, P = 14 psi

I 2;{ I
+ (27)-1)Y(r+zl-(1+1l)

N\ = 0.70

1

STFA = 4,06 in

Zl = 0, z2 = 240 in

E' = 459 PSl.,

....E-E'

final settlement,
z2

J

Layer, B,

E' = BID psi, = 0.31, P = 14 psi

z'l = 240 in; Z.2= 420 in, r = 240 J.n

Putting these values in Eq, (C)

Layer, A,

•

putting the values of ~(J,! and f1,Tr; from Eqs, 5,1 and ~,2 and

integrating,

5CF = N\ Soed = 0.70 x 6.36 = 4,45

Total

From Fig, 2,3,

HIE = 1,875 and A = 0,525

For a circular footing with B = 40'-0", H = 35'-0",

Davis and Poulos Method

50

•
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SHB = 1.40 in

( C)

1.66 == 2.40 in

139

5CFB = 1.40 0.39 = 1.01 l.n

Total consolidation settlement.

Su = 5UA + SUfl = 2.40 + 1.01 = 3.41 in

Stress-path Method:

Layer A, Ere x HA = 0.01078x20x12 = 2.59 l.n

Layer B. 5CFB = 0.005555 x 15xl2 = 1.00 in

Total consolidation settlement.

5CF = SeFA + SCFB = 2.59+1 = 3.59 in

Rate of Settlement

The rate of settlement was calculated fur the individual layers

A end B as well as for the combined layer. The computations

were based on an approximate method presented in the Design

Manual NAVDOCK5 DM-7. For calculation of the rate of settle-

ment under three-dimensional condition a solution presented

by Davis and Poulos (1968, 1972) was used. The same basis of

calcula tion as used for one-dimensional case for the two layer

system was used for the three-dimensional case.
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One-dimensional Condition:

Layer A :

-5 ft2lIb HA= 20 ftm = 1.077xlo .VA
-5

ft
2
/min. 0,22 2CVA = 15.295xlo ft Iday

-4
ft/dayKVA = 1.48xlo

Layer B:

mVB = 1.077 x 10-5 ft
2/1b H = 15 ftB

2;495xlo-5 21 . 2eVB = ft m~n = 3.59 ft Iday

-3 ft/dayKVB = 1.68xlO

Ratios:

RH
HA 20 1,33= HE = IS =

RK = KAlKE = 0.0881

R = mVA/"'VB = 1.0mv

Step-I.

=
(1.33 + 1)

(1.33+0,0881) -4 -4x 1.48xlo = 2.43xlo ft/day

=

RH R + 1mv
RH + 1

1.33xl+l
1.33+1

-5x 1.077xlo
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St ep 2,

=
-42,43xlO
-51,077xlO x62,4

141

2
= 0,362 ft Iday

Equivalent drainage distance

= -]- (20 + O,OBBl x 15),= 10,66 ft,

Step 3,

Equivalent thickness ratio

DA
HA 20 1,BB= = 10,66 =H'

Da =
RK Ha 1,322 = 0,124H' = 10,66

Step 4,

From well known Terzaghi solution

Case ii, at u = 20% TV = 0,031 (samp18 calculation)

H2 ( 35 )2
t = TV CVAVE

= 0,031 x _2_ (2H 35'-0")0,362 =

= 26,23 days = 0,°72B year

Case a, at - 70% TV 0,403u = =

H2 (~
2

TV x 0.403 )

t x 2
= CVAVE

=
0,362

= 340,94 days = 0,947 years,
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Step 5.
To compute <1lJB, percent consolidation of portion RKHB of

equivalent thickness H' the following equations are used,

(i) when u .(.33 3% and DB ~
3 U

~ . 100

- 100 (D 2) 10,000 (D )3AU = DE - +B 3 U B 27 u 2 B

(ii) When u
~

33.3% and DB '# 3u £1iJB100 = u

- >(iii) vJhen IJ 33.310

- r 3{ (DB)3J- 100 - u ) )24 u = DB - ( 200 DB -B

Case A.

- < 33.3;'1,u = 20%

DB 0.124 ( 3u 3x2o 0.6= 100 = =100

.t.IJ.B = 0.124 - 100 (0.124)2 +
3x.2D

10,000
27x 202

= 0.1001 = lo.ol~

Case B.

I,J = 70% > 33.3%

llUB = DB - ( ~~~-LJ) L3DB
2 - DB

31
= 0 124 _ (100-70) r_ 3x(O.124)2 - (0.124)31

• 200 I J
= 0.1174 = 11.74%
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Step 6.

6 Ii = ZU- A U
H'A U

Case A.

Case B.

L'I UA = Zx20 - 10.01

= 40 - 10.01 = 29.99%

-
Co U = Zx70 - 11.74,\

= lZ8.Z6j~

U
i\

Case ,\.

= UB =

-
RH U '. ;. UB

"

Z9.99= ZO/10.66 = lS,98~ 10.01 "1.3Z1S/10.66 =80.7S;;

-UAB = =
1.33 x 15.98 + 80.75 =

1.33 + 1 43.78%

Case B.

U = lZ8.Z6 = 68.36%
i~ ZO/10.66

U = 11.74 = 94.70%
B 1,3215/10.66

- l,33x68.36 + 94 •70
U 79.66',l;

AB = Z.33 =

Settlement Parameters From
Three-dimensional Triaxial Test: (Sample calculation)

Sample No. 5-Za

L = Z 8 ino • v = 70.63 cco
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K - loading = 12.37 psi
o

Immediate compression = 42.00 (dial reading)

Dial reading at the end of K - consolidationo

= 810.5
Vol. gage reading - 36.5 em

E 36.5 x 0.0539 = 0.0279 ce/cc
v = 70.63

Vertical dial = 0.08105

144

0.08105
2.8 = 0.0289 in/in

length aft8r Ko tnst = 2,8 - 0.08105 = 2.72 in

Vol after Ko - test = 00.63 - 1.97 = 68.66 ee.

Undrained loading

.Mj=13.39 psi

~~ = 6.93 psi
11(["ol:-.'fi-tiJt 13.39 - 6.93

= 6.46 psi

Ai.. = 0.0195 Dial reading = 195

~ lU =
0'.0195
2.72 = 7.17 x 10-3 in/in

.:.
U

= 6.46 -3 = 901 psi
7.17x.1.D

l = 0.0195 in

length ,ftsr undrained loading

l = 2.72 - 0.0195 = 2.7005in



•

Consolidation:

145

6.01 = 13.39 psi 60)= 6.93 psi

61'= 6.46 psi

dial change = 282.5

flC = 0.02825 = 0.010462.7005

E, = 0.00717 + 0.01046 = 0.01763

Vol. gage reading = 20.4

E = 20.4 x .0539V -68.66 = 0.01601 cc/cc

=-0,00081 in/in

=
9.01605 - 0,01763

2

]/ = E.1-603 - E:; 601
_e, (.603 T6 fij -2..&, ~GJ)

= 0,01763 x 6.93 + 0,00081 x 13,39
.01763(13.39+6.93)+ 2xO.00081x6.93

E' =

= 0.133 = 0.360,3695

(~(J.7- L0'0.13 )
~I

= 476 psi

=
13.39 - 0.72 x 6.93

0.01763
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APPLNiJI;(-B
ONE- AND THREE-DIMENSIONAL CONSOLIDATION TEST RESULTS
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